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Abstract
Bootstrap is a useful tool for making statistical inference, but it may provide er-
roneous results under complex survey sampling. Most studies about bootstrap-based
inference are developed under simple random sampling and stratified random sam-
pling. In this paper, we propose a unified bootstrap method applicable to some com-
plex sampling designs, including Poisson sampling and probability-proportional-to-size
sampling. Two main features of the proposed bootstrap method are that studentiza-
tion is used to make inference, and the finite population is bootstrapped based on a
multinomial distribution by incorporating the sampling information. We show that the
proposed bootstrap method is second-order accurate using the Edgeworth expansion.
Two simulation studies are conducted to compare the proposed bootstrap method with
the Wald-type method, which is widely used in survey sampling. Results show that the
proposed bootstrap method is better in terms of coverage rate especially when sample
size is limited.
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1 Introduction
Bootstrap, first proposed by Efron (1979), is a simulation-based approach for accessing
uncertainty of estimates and for constructing confidence intervals. Bootstrap is widely used
in that it is easy to implement and is second-order accurate under mild conditions (Hall;
1992, §3.3). However, classical bootstrap methods are not applicable under most sampling
designs since the independent or identical distributed assumption may fail.
Under complex sampling, bootstrap methods have been proposed to handle variance es-
timation. In survey sampling, one of the most popular bootstrap approaches is the rescaling
bootstrap method proposed by Rao and Wu (1988) under stratified random sampling, and
they demonstrated that their bootstrap-t intervals are second-order accurate if the variance
component is known. Such a variance, however, is seldom known in practice. Rao et al.
(1992) generalized the rescaling bootstrap method to cover the non-smooth statistics, but
they did not discuss the second-order accuracy. Sitter (1992a) considered a mirror-match
bootstrap method for sampling designs without replacement and discussed the second-order
accuracy based on the known population variance as Rao and Wu (1988). Sitter (1992b)
extended the without-replacement bootstrap method (Gross; 1980) to complex sampling de-
signs and compared the proposed method with the rescaling bootstrap method (Rao and Wu;
1988) and the mirror-match bootstrap method (Sitter; 1992a). Shao and Sitter (1996)
proposed a bootstrap method for the case when survey data are subject to missingness.
Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) proposed to use a multinomial distribution to recon-
struct the finite population to estimate the mean square error. Beaumont and Patak (2012)
proposed a generalized bootstrap method for variance estimation under Poisson sampling.
Antal and Tille´ (2011) proposed one-one resampling methods to estimate the variance for
some complex sampling designs. Mashreghi et al. (2016) gave a comprehensive overview of
the bootstrap methods in survey sampling for variance estimation.
In survey sampling, the literature on bootstrap-based approaches for interval estimation
is very limited. Bickel and Freedman (1984) first considered interval estimation under strat-
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ified random sampling. Booth et al. (1994) generalized the method of Bickel and Freedman
(1984) to show that the constructed confidence interval for a smooth function of the finite
population mean is second-order accurate. However, all of the theoretical results, includ-
ing that of Rao and Wu (1988) are restricted to stratified random sampling. Although
Beaumont and Patak (2012) discussed a generalized bootstrap method for survey sampling
with special attention to Poisson sampling, they did not provide rigorous results for the
second-order accuracy of their methods.
In this paper, we focus on interval estimation under complex sampling. The goal of this
study is to develop a unified bootstrap method to approximate the sampling distribution
of the design-based estimator under some popular sampling designs, including Poisson sam-
pling, simple random sampling (SRS) and probability-proportional-to-size (PPS) sampling.
The proposed bootstrap methods apply multinomial distributions to generate the bootstrap
finite populations by incorporating the sampling information, and the same sampling design
is conducted to obtain a bootstrap sample from each bootstrap finite population. A similar
idea has been successfully applied to SRS by Gross (1980) and Chao and Lo (1985). Our
bootstrap methods differ from that proposed by Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2004) in the
sense that the finite population is iteratively bootstrapped, and an asymptotically pivotal
statistic is used to make statistical inference for the finite population total. We also study
the theoretical properties of the proposed bootstrap methods for different sampling designs
using the Edgeworth expansion. We summarize our contributions in this paper below:
1. We have proposed a unified bootstrap method for interval estimation under some pop-
ular complex sampling designs, including Poisson sampling, SRS and PPS sampling. A
simulation study also confirms that the proposed method works even under two-stage
cluster sampling.
2. For three commonly used sampling designs, we have provided a rigorous proof for the
second-order accuracy of the proposed bootstrap methods and shown that the estima-
tion error is oppn´1{2q (DiCiccio and Romano; 1995) under mild conditions. Wald-type
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method is widely used in survey sampling, so the proposed bootstrap method is an
important contribution since it provides more accurate inference compared with the
Wald-type method under mild conditions. Besides, to our knowledge, we are the first
to provide the Edgeworth expansion of a studentized estimator under Poisson sampling.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Sampling designs and design-
based estimators under consideration are briefly reviewed in Section 2. In the following
three sections, we propose bootstrap methods for Poisson sampling, SRS and PPS sampling,
respectively, and theoretical properties are also investigated. Two simulation studies are
conducted to compare the proposed bootstrap method with the Wald-type method in Section
6. Some concluding remarks are made in Section 7.
2 Sampling designs and estimates
In survey sampling, the finite population is often assumed to be fixed, and the randomness
is due to the sampling design. Let FN “ ty1, . . . , yNu be the finite population of size N ,
and we are interested in making inference for the finite population total Y “ řNi“1 yi. For
simplicity, we assume that the elements in FN are scalers. To avoid unnecessary details,
we also assume that the population size N is known, so it is equivalent to make statistical
inference for the finite population mean Y¯ “ N´1Y .
We consider three commonly used sampling designs, including Poisson sampling, SRS
and PPS sampling. For without-replacement sampling designs, such as Poisson sampling
and SRS, Ii is the sampling indicator with Ii “ 1 indicating that the i-th element is in the
sample and 0 otherwise, and πi “ EpIiq is the first-order inclusion probability of the i-th
element for i “ 1, . . . , N , where the expectation is taken with respect to the sampling design.
Let ΠN “ tπ1, . . . , πNu be the set of first-order inclusion probabilities, and it is assumed to be
known. Poisson sampling generates a sample based on N independent Bernoulli experiments,
one for each element in the finite population. That is, Ii „ Berpπiq for i “ 1, . . . , N ,
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where Berpπiq is a Bernoulli distribution with success probability πi P p0, 1q, and a sample
is tyi : Ii “ 1, i “ 1, . . . , Nu. Let n “
řN
i“1 Ii be a realized sample size and n0 “ Epnq “řN
i“1 πi be the expected sample size under Poisson sampling. For SRS, a without-replacement
sample of size n is selected with equal probabilities, and we can show πi “ nN´1 for i “
1, . . . , N under SRS. Denote YˆPoi “
řN
i“1 yiπ
´1
i Ii to be the Horvitz-Thompson estimator
(Horvitz and Thompson; 1952) of Y under Poisson sampling, and the corresponding one
is YˆSRS “
řN
i“1 yiπ
´1
i Ii “ Nn´1
řN
i“1 Iiyi under SRS. The sample size n is random under
Poisson sampling, but it is fixed under SRS. Without loss of generality, assume that the first
n elements are sampled under Poisson sampling or SRS, and the design-unbiased variance
estimators are VˆPoi “
řn
i“1 y
2
i p1´ πiqπ´2i and VˆSRS “ NpN ´nqn´1s2SRS, respectively, where
s2SRS “ n´1
řn
i“1pyi ´ y¯q2 is the sample variance of ty1, . . . , ynu, and y¯ “ n´1
řn
i“1 yi.
PPS sampling generates a sample of size n by independently and identically selecting an
element from FN n times with selection probabilities tpi : i “ 1, . . . , Nu, where pi P p0, 1q is
the known selection probability of yi for i “ 1, . . . , N and
řN
i“1 pi “ 1. Replicates may occur
in the sample under PPS sampling, and the population total Y is estimated by the Hansen–
Hurwitz estimator (Hansen and Hurwitz; 1943), which is denoted as YˆPPS “ n´1
řn
i“1 Zi,
where Zi “ p´1a,iya,i, pa,i “ pk and ya,i “ yk if ai “ k, and ai is the index of the selected element
for the i-th draw. A design-unbiased variance estimator is VˆPPS “ n´2
řn
i“1pZi ´ YˆPPSq2.
Throughout the paper, assume that the (expected) sample size is less than the population
size. Since we study a sequence of finite populations and inclusion probabilities in the
following three sections, assume that yi and πi are indexed by N implicitly, and samples are
generated independently for different finite populations. We use the notation “an — bn” to
indicate that an and bn have the same asymptotic order. That is, an — bn is equivalent to
an “ Opbnq and bn “ Opanq.
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3 Bootstrap method for Poisson sampling
We propose the following bootstrap method to approximate the sampling distribution of
TPoi “ Vˆ ´1{2Poi pYˆPoi ´ Y q under Poisson sampling.
Step 1. Based on the sample ty1, . . . , ynu, generate pN˚1 , . . . , N˚nq from a multinomial distri-
bution MNpN ; ρq with N trials and a probability vector ρ, where ρ “ pρ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ρnq
and
ρi “ π
´1
iřn
j“1 π
´1
j
for i “ 1, . . . , n. Denote F˚N “ ty˚1 , . . . , y˚Nu and Π˚N “ tπ˚1 , . . . , π˚Nu, and they consist
of N˚i copies of yi and πi, respectively. Let the bootstrap finite population total be
Y ˚ “ řNi“1 y˚i “ řni“1N˚i yi.
Step 2. For i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, generate m˚i independently from a binomial distribution BinpN˚i , πiq
with N˚i trials and a success probability πi. The bootstrap sample consists of m
˚
i
replicates of yi under Poisson sampling. Denote Yˆ
˚
Poi “
řn
i“1m
˚
i yiπ
´1
i and T
˚
Poi “
pVˆ ˚Poiq´1{2pYˆ ˚Poi ´ Y ˚q, where Vˆ ˚Poi “
řn
i“1m
˚
i y
2
i p1 ´ πiqπ´2i is the bootstrap variance
estimator.
Step 3. Repeat the two steps above independently M times.
Step 1 corresponds to generating a bootstrap finite population F˚N and bootstrap first-
order inclusion probabilities Π˚N by incorporating the sampling information. Based on F
˚
N
and Π˚N , Step 2 is used to generate a bootstrap sample, from which a bootstrap replicate of
TPoi is obtained. Instead of sampling from the bootstrap finite population F
˚
N directly, Step 2
provides a more efficient way to generate a sample using N˚1 , . . . , N
˚
n under Poisson sampling.
In Step 2, we center T ˚Poi by the bootstrap population total Y
˚ not by YˆPoi. The reason is
that the finite population should be fixed, and the randomness is due to Poisson sampling.
Thus, the statistic should be centered using the corresponding population total Y ˚. If we
center T ˚Poi by YˆPoi, it causes additional variability due to generating different bootstrap
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finite populations. The same argument applies for the other two sampling designs. We use
the empirical distribution of T ˚Poi to approximate that of TPoi and make inference for Y .
Before discussing the theoretical properties of the proposed bootstrap method, we intro-
duce some mild conditions on FN and ΠN .
(C1) There exist constants α P p2´1, 1s and 0 ă C1 ď C2 such that n0 — Nα, and πi satisfies
C1 ď n0´1Nπi ď C2
for i “ 1, . . . , N .
(C2) The sequence of finite populations and first-order inclusion probabilities satisfy
lim
NÑ8
pn0N´2VPoiq “ σ21,
where VPoi “
řN
i“1 y
2
i p1´ πiqπ´1i , and σ21 is a positive constant.
(C3) The following condition holds for finite populations, that is,
lim
NÑ8
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y8i “ C3,
where C3 is a positive constant.
(C4) Denote Xi “ V ´1{2Poi yiπ´1i pIi ´ πiq for i “ 1, . . . , N , and let m “ tn´1{20 N{plog n0qu be
the integer part of n
´1{2
0 N{plog n0q. Then, there exist constants t0 ą 0 and a ą 2 such
that, for any subset tXℓ1 , . . . , Xℓmu of tX1, . . . , XNu,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ mź
i“1
EtexppιtXℓiq | FNu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ Opm´aq
uniformly in |t| ą t0 ą 0, where ι is the imaginary unit.
We briefly comment on these conditions. Condition (C1) is commonly used in survey
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sampling (Fuller; 2009); the first part of (C1) is a mild restriction on the expected sample
size, and the second part regulates the first-order inclusion probabilities. Condition (C2)
rules out the degenerate case of the Horvitz–Thompson estimator under Poisson sampling.
The moment condition in (C3) guarantees the convergence of the variance estimators and
other quantities, and it is also required for SRS and PPS sampling that we will discuss in the
following two sections. To illustrate the existence of FN and ΠN satisfying (C1) and (C2)
simultaneously, consider πi “ n0N´1, so (C1) holds, where n0 “ tN2{3u and C1 “ C2 “ 1,
for example. Then, we have limNÑ8pn0N´2VPoiq “ limNÑ8N´1
řN
i“1 y
2
i p1´ n0N´1q . If
N´1
řN
i“1 y
2
i converges as N Ñ 8, then (C2) holds. Condition (C4) is a counterpart of
non-lattice assumption and is useful in deriving Edgeworth expansions. Specifically, for any
subset tXℓ1 , . . . , Xℓmu of tX1, . . . , XNu, condition (C4) ensures that tXℓiumi“1 have subse-
quences of length Oplogmq with different spans; see Feller (2008, §16.6) for more discussion
on a similar assumption.
Denote pFN ,BN , PN,Poiq to be a probability space, where BN and PN,Poip¨q are the σ-
algebra and the probability measure on FN associated with Poisson sampling, respectively.
That is, FN “
ŚN
i“1Ωi, BN “
ÂN
i“1Ai and PN,PoipA1 ˆ A2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ANq “
śN
i“1 µipAiq,
where Ωi “ t0, 1u, Ai is the power set of Ωi, and µipt1uq “ 1´µipt0uq “ πi for i “ 1, . . . , N .
Let F “ Ś8N“1FN be the product space and B “ Â8N“1 BN be the product-σ-algebra;
see Klenke (2014, §14.1) for details about the notations. By Corollary 14.33 of Klenke
(2014), there exists a uniquely determined probability measure PPoi on pF ,Bq such that
PPoipF1 ˆ F2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fn ˆ
Ś8
N“n`1FNq “
śn
i“1 Pi,P oi, where Fi P Fi for i “ 1, . . . , n and
n P N.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that (C1)–(C3) hold. Then,
n0N
´2pVˆPoi ´ VPoiq Ñ 0 (1)
as N Ñ8 almost surely pPPoiq.
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Let µ
p3q
Poi “
řN
i“1 y
3
i p1´πiqtp1´πiq2π´2i ´1u and µˆp3qPoi “
řn
i“1 y
3
i p1´πiqπ´1i tp1´πiq2π´2i ´1u.
Then,
n20N
´3µ
p3q
Poi “ Op1q and
n20
N3
pµˆp3qPoi ´ µp3qPoiq “ Oppn´1{20 q. (2)
In addition, denote τ
p3q
Poi “
řN
i“1 y
3
i p1´ πiq2π´2i and τˆ p3qPoi “
řn
i“1 y
3
i p1´ πiq2π´3i . Then,
n20
N3
τ
p3q
Poi “ Op1q and
n20
N3
pτˆ p3qPoi ´ τ p3qPoiq “ Oppn´1{20 q. (3)
Lemma 3.1 shows some basic properties of the finite population quantities and their
design-based estimators. Specifically, the ratio Vˆ ´1PoiVPoi Ñ 1 almost surely pPPoiq by (C2).
Under Poisson sampling, µ
p3q
Poi is the third central moment of YˆPoi, and τ
p3q
Poi is a quantity
involved in the Edgeworth expansion of the distribution of TPoi.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that conditions (C1)–(C4) hold. Let FˆPoipzq “ PPoi pTPoi ď zq be
the cumulative distribution function of TPoi under Poisson sampling. Then,
µˆ
p3q
Poi
Vˆ
3{2
Poi
“ Oppn´1{20 q and
τˆ
p3q
N,Poi
Vˆ
3{2
N,Poi
“ Oppn´1{20 q. (4)
Furthermore,
FˆPoipzq “ Φpzq `
#
µˆ
p3q
N,Poi
6Vˆ
3{2
N,Poi
p1´ z2q ` τˆ
p3q
N,Poi
2Vˆ
3{2
N,Poi
z2
+
φpzq ` oppn´1{20 q (5)
uniformly in z P R, where Φpzq is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution with the probability density function φpzq.
we make brief comments on the opp¨q notation in (5) of Theorem 3.1. The probability
FˆPoipzq on the left side of (5) is not random. However, we use estimators in the Edgeworth
expansion to make it easier to compare (5) with the result in the following theorem, so
instead of op¨q, it is reasonable to use opp¨q on the right side of (5). Similar argument can be
made for Edgeworth expansions under the other two sampling designs.
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In order to establish the Edgeworth expansion for the conditional distribution of T ˚Poi,
we need the following assumption, which is similar to condition (C4) but with m replaced
by n0. We isolate (C4) and (C5) since (C5) is not needed for Theorem 3.1.
(C5) There exist constants t0 ą 0 and a ą 2 such that, for any subset tXℓ1 , . . . , Xℓn0u of
tX1, . . . , XNu with cardinality n0,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ n0ź
i“1
EtexppιtXℓiq | FNu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ Opn´a0 q
uniformly in |t| ą t0 ą 0.
The next theorem presents the Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of T ˚Poi based
on the proposed bootstrap method.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that conditions (C1)–(C5) hold. Let Fˆ ˚Poipzq be the cumulative dis-
tribution function of T ˚Poi conditional on the bootstrap finite population F
˚
Poi. Then,
Fˆ ˚Poipzq “ Φpzq `
#
µˆ
p3q
N,Poi
6Vˆ
3{2
N,Poi
p1´ z2q ` τˆ
p3q
N,Poi
2Vˆ
3{2
N,Poi
z2
+
φpzq ` oppn´1{20 q (6)
uniformly in z P R.
By comparing (5) in Theorem 3.1 with (6) in Theorem 3.2, we show that the proposed
bootstrap method is second-order accurate, but the Wald-type method, which is based on
the asymptotic normality of TPoi, is not if µ
p3q
Poi and τ
p3q
Poi are nonzero by noting the fact that
µˆ
p3q
Poi and τˆ
p3q
Poi are design-unbiased estimators of µ
p3q
Poi and τ
p3q
Poi, respectively. Typically, the
cumulative distribution function Fˆ ˚Poipzq is hard to study analytically, so we use an empirical
distribution to approximate it.
Now, consider establishing confidence intervals for the population total Y . An approx-
imate two-sided confidence interval at significance level α based on the Wald-type method
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can be constructed as
´
YˆPoi ´ q1´α{2Vˆ 1{2Poi , YˆPoi ´ qα{2Vˆ 1{2Poi
¯
, (7)
where qα{2 and q1´α{2 are the pα{2q and p1´α{2q quantiles of the standard normal distribu-
tion, respectively. According to Theorem 3.1, though the upper and lower confidence limits
of (7) have error rates of order Oppn´1{20 q, this two-sided confidence interval has error rate
of order oppn´1{2q since µˆp3qN,Poi{p6Vˆ 3{2N,Poiqp1´ z2q ` τˆ p3qN,Poip2Vˆ 3{2N,Poiqz2 is an even function of z,
and the n
´1{2
0 order term in the Edgeworth expansion of TPoi cancel in the error rate. How-
ever, the n
´1{2
0 order term leads to an error rates of order Oppn´1{20 q for one-sided confidence
intervals based on the normal approximation.
The confidence interval of Y based on the proposed bootstrap methods is
´
YˆPoi ´ q˚1´α{2Vˆ 1{2Poi , YˆPoi ´ q˚α{2Vˆ 1{2Poi
¯
, (8)
where q˚α{2 and q
˚
1´α{2 are the pα{2q and p1 ´ α{2q quantiles of Fˆ ˚Poipzq. By Theorem 3.2,
the coverage error of (8) is of order oppn´1{20 q. Moreover, the upper and lower limits of (8)
have error rates oppn´1{20 q, which outperforms the confidence interval (7) based on Wald-type
method. In addition, the one-sided confidence interval by the proposed bootstrap method
is more accurate than the one-sided confidence interval obtained by the Wald-type method.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.6 of Hall (1992), an asymmetric equal-tailed confidence
interval may convey important information. The same arguments can be used for the other
two sampling designs.
4 Bootstrap method for SRS
We propose the following procedure to make statistical inference for TSRS “ Vˆ ´1{2SRS pYˆSRS´Y q
under SRS.
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Step 1. Generate pN˚1 , . . . , N˚n q from MNpN ; ρq, where ρi “ n´1 for i “ 1, . . . , n. Then, F˚N
contains N˚i copies of yi for i “ 1, . . . , n, and the bootstrap finite population total is
Y ˚ “ řNi“1N˚i yi.
Step 2. Generate a bootstrap sample of size n, denoted as ty˚1 , . . . , y˚nu, from F˚N using SRS.
Then, we can obtain T ˚SRS “ pVˆ ˚SRSq´1{2pYˆ ˚SRS ´ Y ˚q, where Yˆ ˚SRS “ Nn´1
řn
i“1 y
˚
i ,
Vˆ ˚SRS “ NpN ´ nqn´1s˚2SRS, s˚2SRS “ n´1
řn
i“1py˚i ´ y¯˚q2, and y¯˚ “ n´1
řn
i“1 y
˚
i .
Step 3. Repeat the two steps above independently M times.
The three steps for SRS are similar to those under Poisson sampling, but we do not need
Π˚N since π
˚
i “ nN´1 for i “ 1, . . . , N . Different from that under Poisson sampling, the
bootstrap sample is generated directly from F˚N . One commonly used algorithm to generate
a sample of size n under SRS is to select elements sequentially from the finite population
without replacement. If n “ opNq, the computational complexity of selecting each element is
OpNq. Besides the above bootstrap procedure, we propose the following one. It can be shown
that these two procedures are equivalent under SRS, but the computational complexity of
the latter is Opnq for selecting each element.
Step 1’. The same as Step 1 above.
Step 2’. Initialize N
˚p0q
i “ N˚i and m˚i “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Step 3’. Generate a bootstrap sample of size n from F˚N under SRS.
Step 3.1’. Initialize k “ 1.
Step 3.2’. Select an index, say lpkq, from t1, . . . , nu with selection probability ppkqi “ N˚pk´1qi {
řn
j“1N
˚pk´1q
j
for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Step 3.3’. Update m˚i “ m˚i ` 1 if i “ lpkq. Set N˚pkqi “ N˚pk´1qi if i P t1, . . . , nuztlpkqu, and
N
˚pkq
i “ N˚pk´1qi ´ 1 if i “ lpkq, where AzB “ tx P A : x R Bu for two sets A and
B.
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Step 3.4’. Set k “ k ` 1, and go back to Step 3.2’ until k ą n.
Step 3.5’. Obtain T ˚SRS “ pVˆ ˚SRSq´1{2pYˆ ˚SRS ´ Y ˚q, where Yˆ ˚SRS “ Nn´1
řn
i“1m
˚
i yi, Vˆ
˚
SRS “
NpN ´ nqn´1s˚2SRS, s˚2SRS “ n´1
řn
i“1m
˚
i pyi ´ y¯˚q2, and y¯˚ “ n´1
řn
i“1m
˚
i yi.
Step 4’. Repeat the above three steps independently M times.
We list some necessary conditions for studying the theoretical properties of the proposed
bootstrap method under SRS.
(C6) There exist β P p2´1, 1s and κ P p0, 1q such that n — Nβ and nN´1 ď 1´κ as N Ñ8.
(C7) The finite population satisfies
lim
NÑ8
σ2SRS “ σ22 ,
where σ2SRS “ N´1
řN
i“1pyi ´N´1Y q2, and σ22 is a positive constant.
(C8) The distribution GN,SRS converges weakly to a strongly non-lattice distribution GSRS,
where GN,SRS assigns probability 1{N to y1, . . . , yN .
Condition (C6) is a counterpart of (C1), and it is used to rule out the trivial case when the
sample size equals to that of the finite population. Condition (C7) regulates the variance
of FN with respect to the distribution GN,SRS, and it concentrates our discussion on the
non-degenerate case under SRS. The non-latticed assumption in (C8) is used to make the
discussion easier, and a distribution Gpxq is strongly non-latticed if |ş exppιtxqdGpxq| ‰ 1
for all t ‰ 0; see Babu and Singh (1984) for details.
We can use a similar argument made in Section 3 to show that there exists a probability
measure PSRS on the product space F “
Ś8
N“1FN equipped with the product σ-algebra B.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that (C3), (C6) and (C7) hold. Then,
µ
p3q
SRS “ Op1q, (9)
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where µ
p3q
SRS “ N´1
řN
i“1pyi ´N´1Y q3 is the third central moment of FN with respect to the
distribution GN,SRS. Besides,
s2SRS ´ σ2SRS Ñ 0 (10)
as N Ñ8 almost surely pPSRSq. In addition,
µˆ
p3q
SRS ´ µp3qSRS “ opp1q, (11)
where µˆ
p3q
SRS “ n´1
řn
i“1 y
3
i ` 2y¯3n´ 3y¯nn´1
řn
i“1 y
2
i , and y¯n “ n´1
řn
i“1 yi is the sample mean.
Lemma 4.1 is the counterpart of Lemma 3.1 under SRS, and it shows the convergence
properties of the sample variance and third central moment under mild conditions. We
do not use scaling factors in (9)–(11) since the quantities involved are with respect to the
distribution GN,SRS.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that (C3) and (C6)–(C8) hold. Then,
FˆSRSpzq “ Φpzq ` p1´ n{Nq
1{2µˆ
p3q
SRS
6n1{2s3SRS
"
3z2 ´ 1´ 2n{N
1´ n{N pz
2 ´ 1q
*
φpzq ` oppn´1{2q (12)
uniformly in z P R, where FˆSRSpzq “ PSRS pTSRS ď zq is the cumulative distribution function
of TSRS.
Theorem 4.1 shows the Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of TSRS, and this result
is obtained by one result in Section 2 of Babu and Singh (1985). Instead of using µ
p3q
SRS and
σSRS as done by Babu and Singh (1985), we use their estimators in (12) based on Lemma
4.1.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that (C3) and (C6)–(C8) hold. Then, we have
Fˆ ˚SRSpzq “ Φpzq `
p1´ n{Nq1{2µˆp3qSRS
6n1{2s3SRS
"
3z2 ´ 1´ 2n{N
1´ n{N pz
2 ´ 1q
*
φpzq ` oppn´1{2q (13)
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uniformly in z P R, where Fˆ ˚SRSpzq is the cumulative distribution function of T ˚SRS conditional
on the bootstrap finite population F˚N .
Theorem 4.2 shows the Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of T ˚SRS obtained by
the proposed bootstrap method. By comparing (12) in Theorem 4.1 with (13) in Theorem
4.2, we have shown the second-order accuracy of the proposed bootstrap method.
5 Bootstrap method for PPS sampling
We consider PPS sampling in this section and propose the following bootstrap method to
approximate the sampling distribution of TPPS “ Vˆ ´1{2PPS pYˆPPS ´ Y q.
Step 1. Obtain pN˚a,1, . . . , N˚a,nq from a multinomial distribution MNpN ; ρq, where ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρnq
and ρi “ p´1a,i p
řn
j“1 p
´1
a,jq´1 for i “ 1, . . . , n. Then, F˚N “ ty˚1 , . . . , y˚Nu consists of
N˚a,i copies of ya,i, and the bootstrap finite population total is Y
˚ “ řNi“1 y˚i “řn
i“1N
˚
a,iya,i. The bootstrap selection probabilities are tpC˚Nq´1p˚1 , . . . , pC˚Nq´1p˚Nu,
where C˚N “
řN
i“1 p
˚
i “
řn
i“1N
˚
a,ipa,i, and tp˚1 , . . . , p˚Nu consists of N˚a,i copies of pa,i
for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Step 2. Based on F˚N , generate a sample of size n by independently and identically selecting an
element from F˚N n times with selection probabilities tpC˚Nq´1p˚i : i “ 1, . . . , Nu. Then,
we have T ˚PPS “ pVˆ ˚PPSq´1{2pYˆ ˚PPS ´ Y ˚q, where Yˆ ˚PPS “ n´1
řn
i“1C
˚
Npp˚b,iq´1y˚b,i , y˚b,i “
y˚k and p
˚
b,i “ p˚k if the index of the i-th draw is k, and Vˆ ˚PPS “ n´2
řn
i“1tC˚N pp˚b,iq´1y˚b,i´
Yˆ ˚PPSu2 is the counterpart of VˆPPS based on the bootstrap sample.
Step 3. Repeat the two steps above independently M times.
To implement the proposed bootstrap method for PPS sampling, the bootstrap selection
probability should be standardized before drawing a sample. Similarly to the previous two
sections, we use the empirical distribution of T ˚PPS to make statistical inference for TPPS.
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The computational complexity of selecting an element in Step 2 is OpNq. An equivalent
way of carrying out the proposed bootstrap method under PPS sampling is described below,
and its computational complexity is Opnq for selecting an element.
Step 1’. The same as Step 1 above.
Step 2’. Obtain an independent and identical sample of size n from t1, . . . , nu, and the selection
probability of i is p:i “ pC˚Nq´1N˚i pa,i for i “ 1, . . . , n. Denote m˚i to be the number
of i’s in the sample. Then, we have T ˚PPS “ pVˆ ˚PPSq´1{2pYˆ ˚PPS ´ Y ˚q, where Vˆ ˚PPS “
n´2
řn
i“1m
˚
i pC˚Np´1a,iya,i ´ Yˆ ˚PPSq2 and Yˆ ˚PPS “ n´1
řn
i“1m
˚
iC
˚
Np
´1
a,iya,i.
Step 3’. Repeat the above three steps independently M times.
The following regularity conditions are required to validate the proposed bootstrap
method under PPS sampling.
(C9) There exists γ P p2´1, 1s such that n — Nγ , and the selection probabilities satisfy
C4 ď Npi ď C5
for i “ 1, . . . , N , where C4 and C5 are positive constants.
(C10) The sequence of finite populations and selection probabilities satisfy
lim
NÑ8
pN´2σ2PPSq “ σ23,
where σ2PPS “
řN
i“1 pipp´1i yi ´ Y q2, and σ23 is a positive number.
(C11) The distribution GN,PPS is non-lattice, where GN,PPS assigns probability pi to p
´1
i yi
for i “ 1, . . . , N .
Condition (C9) regulates the sample size and selection probabilities, and (C10) rules
out the degenerate case under PPS sampling. To show (C9) and (C10) can be satisfied
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simultaneously, take pi “ N´1 for i “ 1, . . . , N . Then, (C9) holds with 0 ă C4 ă 1 ă C5,
and σ2PPS “
řN
i“1 pipp´1i yi´Y q2 “ N
řN
i“1 y
2
i ´N2Y¯ 2, where Y¯ “ N´1Y . Thus, N´2σ2PPS “
N´1
řN
i“1 y
2
i ´ Y¯ 2 converges if both N´1
řN
i“1 y
2
i and Y¯ converge as N Ñ 8. Since GN,PPS
corresponds to the PPS sampling procedure, condition (C11) focuses our attention to the
non-lattice case.
Based on a similar argument made under Poisson sampling, there exists a probability
measure PPPS on F “
Ś8
N“1FN equipped with the product σ-algebra B under PPS sam-
pling.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that (C3), (C9) and (C10) hold. Then,
N´2ps2PPS ´ σ2PPSq Ñ 0 (14)
as N Ñ 8 almost surely pPPPSq, where s2PPS “ n´1
řn
i“1pZi ´ Z¯nq2 is the sample vari-
ance of tZ1, . . . , Znu. Let µp3qPPS “
řN
i“1 pipp´1i yi ´ Y q3 and µˆp3qPPS “ n´1
řn
i“1 Z
3
i ` 2Z¯3n ´
3Z¯nn
´1
řn
i“1 Z
2
i , then
N´3µ
p3q
PPS “ Op1q and N´3pµˆp3qPPS ´ µp3qPPSq “ Oppn´1{2q. (15)
Lemma 5.1 shows convergence properties of estimators of the variance and third central
moment. The next theorem deals with the Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of TPPS.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (C3), (C9)–(C11) hold. Then,
FˆPPSpzq “ Φpzq ` µˆ
p3q
PPS
6
?
ns3PPS
p2z2 ` 1qφpzq ` oppn´1{2q (16)
uniformly in z P R, where FˆPPS “ PPPS pTPPS ď zq is the cumulative distribution function
of TPPS under PPS sampling.
Based on the result in Theorem 5.1, the Wald-type method may provide inefficient infer-
ence results for Y compared with the proposed bootstrap method if the sample size is small
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and µ
p3q
PPS ‰ 0.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that (C3), (C9)–(C11) hold. Then, we have
Fˆ ˚PPSpzq “ Φpzq `
µˆ
p3q
PPS
6
?
ns3PPS
p2z2 ` 1qφpzq ` oppn´1{2q (17)
uniformly in z P R, where Fˆ ˚PPSpzq is the cumulative distribution function of T ˚PPS conditional
on the bootstrap finite population F˚N .
Theorem 5.2 shows the Edgeworth expansion for the cumulative distribution function of
T ˚PPS based on the proposed bootstrap method. By comparing (16) in Theorem 5.1 with
(17) in Theorem 5.2, we have shown that the proposed bootstrap method is second-order
accurate under PPS sampling.
6 Simulation study
6.1 Single-stage sampling designs
We conduct a simulation study based on single-stage sampling designs in this section. A
finite population FN “ ty1, . . . , yNu is generated by
yi „ Expp10q
for i “ 1, . . . , N , where Exppλq is an exponential distribution with a scale parameter λ,
and the population size is N “ 500, which is assumed to be known. The size measure is
simulated by zi “ logp3` siq for i “ 1, . . . , N , where si | yi „ Exppyiq. The expected sample
size is n0 P t10, 100u. We are interested in constructing a 90% confidence interval for the
finite population mean Y¯ by survey data under the following sampling designs, and its true
value is around 9.7.
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1. Poisson sampling. The first-order inclusion probability is πi “ n0zi
´řN
j“1 zj
¯´1
for
i “ 1, . . . , N , and its expected sample size is n0.
2. SRS with sample size n0.
3. PPS sampling. The selection probability for this design is pi “ zi
´řN
j“1 zj
¯´1
for
i “ 1, . . . , N , and the sample size is n0.
Based on a sample, denote V˜ to be the design-unbiased variance estimator of Y˜ , where
Y˜ is the design-unbiased estimate of Y¯ under a specific sampling design. We consider the
following methods to construct the 90% confidence interval.
Method I. Proposed bootstrap method by setting M “ 1 000. Denote qB,0.05 and qB,0.95 to be the
5%-th and 95%-th sample quantiles of tpV˜ ˚pmqq´1{2pY˜ ˚pmq ´ Y¯ ˚pmqq : m “ 1, . . . ,Mu
obtained by the proposed bootstrap method, where V˜ ˚pmq, Y˜ ˚pmq and Y¯ ˚pmq are the
bootstrap counterparts of V˜ , Y˜ and Y¯ in the m-th repetition. Then, a 90% confidence
interval for Y¯ can be constructed by
pY˜ ´ qB,0.95V˜ 1{2, Y˜ ´ qB,0.05V˜ 1{2q.
Method II. Wald-type method. A Wald-type 90% confidence interval for Y¯ is obtained by
pY˜ ´ q0.95V˜ 1{2, Y˜ ´ q0.05V˜ 1{2q,
where q0.05 and q0.95 are the 5%-th and 95%-th quantiles of the standard normal dis-
tribution.
We conduct 1 000 Monte Carlo simulations for each sampling design, and the two methods
are compared in terms of the coverage rate and the length of the constructed 90% confidence
interval. Table 1 summarizes the simulation results. When the sample size is small, the
proposed bootstrap method is more preferable in the sense that its coverage rates are closer to
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Table 1: Coverage rate and length of the constructed 90% confidence interval for the proposed
bootstrap method (Bootstrap) and the Wald-type method (Wald-type) under single-stage
sampling designs, including Poisson sampling (Poisson), SRS and PPS sampling (PPS).
“C.R.” stands for the coverage rate, and “C.L.” presents the Monte Carlo mean of the
lengths of the constructed confidence interval.
Design Method
n0 “ 10 n0 “ 100
C.R. C.L. C.R. C.L.
Poisson
Bootstrap 0.90 15.5 0.90 3.6
Wald-type 0.84 12.1 0.88 3.6
SRS
Bootstrap 0.90 13.0 0.89 2.8
Wald-type 0.83 9.1 0.89 2.8
PPS
Bootstrap 0.88 10.3 0.90 2.6
Wald-type 0.83 7.5 0.89 2.6
0.9 compared with the Wald-type method under the three sampling designs. The confidence
interval constructed by the proposed bootstrap method is wider compared with that by the
Wald-type method. As the sample size increases to n0 “ 100, the performance of the two
methods is approximately the same in the sense that the coverage rates of both methods are
close to 0.9, and confidence interval lengths are approximately the same.
In addition, we also compare the two methods in terms of approximating the probability
PtV˜ ´1{2pY˜ ´ Y¯ q ď zu, which is obtained by 10 000 Monte Carlo simulations. We set z P
t´0.5,´0.25,´0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5u as done by Lai and Wang (1993). Table 2 summarizes the
simulation results. For both sample sizes, the proposed bootstrap method can approximate
the target distribution well, but the performance of the Wald-type method is not as good as
the proposed one when sample size is small.
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Table 2: Values of Pz “ PtV˜ ´1{2pY˜ ´ Y¯ q ď zu, the normal approximation Φpzq and the boot-
strap approximation Bootz for three sampling designs including Poisson sampling (Poisson),
SRS and PPS sampling (PPS). For convenience, we include the values Φpzq for both sample
sizes.
Design z
n0 “ 10 n0 “ 100
Pz Φpzq Bootz Pz Φpzq Bootz
Poisson
-0.5 0.37 0.31 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.32
-0.25 0.45 0.40 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.41
-0.1 0.50 0.46 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.47
0 0.54 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.51
0.1 0.58 0.54 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.55
0.25 0.64 0.60 0.63 0.61 0.60 0.61
0.5 0.73 0.69 0.73 0.70 0.69 0.70
SRS
-0.5 0.37 0.31 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.32
-0.25 0.45 0.40 0.42 0.41 0.40 0.41
-0.1 0.50 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.47
0 0.54 0.50 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.51
0.1 0.58 0.54 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.55
0.25 0.63 0.60 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.61
0.5 0.73 0.69 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.70
PPS
-0.5 0.37 0.31 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.32
-0.25 0.45 0.40 0.42 0.42 0.40 0.41
-0.1 0.50 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.47
0 0.54 0.50 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.51
0.1 0.57 0.54 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.55
0.25 0.63 0.60 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.61
0.5 0.72 0.69 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.70
6.2 Two-stage sampling designs
In this section, we test the performance of the proposed method under two-stage sampling
designs. A finite population FN “ tyi,j : i “ 1, . . . , H ; j “ 1, . . . , Niu is generated by
yi,j “ 50` ai ` ei,j,
ai „ Np0, 50q,
ei,j „ Expp20q,
Ni | ai „ Poissonpqiq ` c0
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for i “ 1, . . . , H and j “ 1, . . . , Ni, where Poissonpλq is a Poisson distribution with a rate
parameter λ, qi “ pai ´ 25q2{20, c0 “ 40 is the minimum cluster size, and H “ 100 is the
number of clusters in the finite population. The finite population size is N “ 7 129, and
the cluster sizes range from 43 to 129. We assume that the finite population size N and
cluster sizes N1, . . . , NH are known. We are interested in constructing a 90% confidence
interval for the finite population mean Y¯ “ N´1řHi“1řNij“1 yi,j, where the true value of Y¯ is
approximately 70.5.
We consider two different sampling designs for the first stage; one is Poisson sampling, and
the other one is PPS sampling. The first-order inclusion probability (selection probability)
of the i-th cluster is proportional to its cluster size Ni under Poisson (PPS) sampling for
i “ 1, . . . , H . SRS is conducted within each selected cluster independently in the second
stage. The expected sample size of the first-stage sampling is n1, and that of the second-
stage sampling is n2. In this simulation, we consider two scenarios for the sample sizes, that
is, pn1, n2q “ p5, 10q and pn1, n2q “ p10, 30q.
The derivations of the design-unbiased estimator Y˜ and its variance estimator V˜ under
the two-stage sampling designs in this simulation study are presented in Appendix 9.2. We
consider the following methods to construct the 90% confidence intervals for the parameters
of interest.
Method I. The proposed method extended to a two-stage sampling design. This method is ap-
proximately the same as that mentioned in Section 6.1 with the following two steps to
bootstrap the finite population, and we set M “ 1 000 for this method.
Step 1. Use the proposed method to bootstrap the H clusters by treating them as “el-
ements”, and the original sample within each selected cluster are replicated ac-
cordingly.
Step 2. For each bootstrap cluster, apply the proposed method to bootstrap the cluster
finite population independently.
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Table 3: Coverage rate and length of the 90% confidence interval for Y¯ by the proposed
bootstrap method (Bootstrap) and the Wald-type method (Wald-type) under two-stage
sampling designs. The first column show the first-stage sample designs, that is, Poisson
sampling (Poisson) and PPS sampling (PPS), and SRS is used in the second stage. “C.R.”
shows the coverage rate, and “C.L.” presents the Monte Carlo mean of the length for the
90% confidence interval.
Design pn1, n2q Method C.R. C.L.
Poisson
(5,10)
Bootstrap 0.90 114.08
Wald-type 0.85 98.58
(10,30)
Bootstrap 0.90 73.92
Wald-type 0.88 68.66
PPS
(5,10)
Bootstrap 0.89 17.56
Wald-type 0.85 14.57
(10,30)
Bootstrap 0.90 9.40
Wald-type 0.86 8.24
Method II. Wald-type method, and it is the same as the one discussed in Section 6.1.
We conduct 1 000 Monte Carlo simulations for each scenario. Table 3 summarizes the
coverage rate and average length of the constructed 90% confidence interval for the finite
population mean. The coverage rates of the proposed bootstrap method are closer to 0.9 even
when the sample size is limited. However, the coverage rates of the commonly used Wald-
type method are not as good as the proposed bootstrap method. Specifically, the coverage
rates of the Wald-type method are only around 0.86 for three scenarios, and it improves
to 0.88 when sample size is large under Poisson sampling. The confidence intervals of the
proposed bootstrap method are wider than those of the Wald-type method when sample size
is small.
As in Section 6.1, we also compare those two methods in terms of approximating PtV˜ ´1{2pY˜´
Y¯ q ď zu, which is obtained by 10 000 Monte Carlo simulations. We set z P t´0.5,´0.25,´0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5u.
Table 4 summarizes the simulation results. For both sample sizes, the proposed bootstrap
method can approximate the target distribution well, but the performance of the Wald-type
method is not as good as the proposed one especially when the sample size is small.
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Table 4: Values of Pz “ PtV˜ ´1{2pY˜ ´ Y¯ q ď zu, the normal approximation Φpzq and the
bootstrap approximation Bootz under two-stage sampling designs. The first column show
the first-stage sample designs, that is, Poisson sampling (Poisson) and PPS sampling (PPS),
and SRS is used in the second stage.
Design pn1, n2q z Pz Φpzq Bootz
Poisson
(5,10)
-0.5 0.35 0.31 0.35
-0.25 0.43 0.40 0.43
-0.1 0.48 0.46 0.49
0 0.53 0.50 0.52
0.1 0.58 0.54 0.56
0.25 0.62 0.60 0.62
0.5 0.73 0.69 0.72
(10,30)
-0.5 0.34 0.31 0.33
-0.25 0.43 0.40 0.42
-0.1 0.48 0.46 0.48
0 0.52 0.50 0.52
0.1 0.56 0.54 0.56
0.25 0.61 0.60 0.62
0.5 0.72 0.69 0.71
PPS
(5,10)
-0.5 0.32 0.31 0.32
-0.25 0.41 0.40 0.41
-0.1 0.47 0.46 0.47
0 0.51 0.50 0.51
0.1 0.55 0.54 0.55
0.25 0.61 0.60 0.62
0.5 0.71 0.69 0.71
(10,30)
-0.5 0.32 0.31 0.32
-0.25 0.41 0.40 0.41
-0.1 0.46 0.46 0.47
0 0.50 0.50 0.50
0.1 0.54 0.54 0.54
0.25 0.60 0.60 0.60
0.5 0.69 0.69 0.69
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose bootstrap methods for Poisson sampling, SRS and PPS sampling,
and we show that the proposed bootstrap methods are second-order accurate. The first
step of the proposed bootstrap methods corresponds to an inverse sampling procedure by
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incorporating the sampling information. Since the proposed bootstrap method is based on
an asymptotically pivotal statistic, it is necessary to estimate the variance of the design-
unbiased estimator. Simulation results show that the proposed bootstrap method provides
more conservative confidence interval than the Wald-type method when the sample size is
small, and the 90% confidence interval constructed by the proposed bootstrap method has a
better coverage rate. Although the proposed bootstrap method is discussed under the single-
stage sampling designs, simulation shows that it works well under some two-stage sampling
designs, and Edgeworth expansion for two-stage sampling designs are under investigation.
It may be extended to other complex sampling designs when the asymptotic distribution of
the design-unbiased estimator exists, but the second-order accuracy may not be guaranteed.
Besides, the proposed bootstrap method can be easily parallelized in practice.
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9 Supplement
9.1 Proofs
For the purpose of clarity, we explicitly express yN,i, YN , IN,i, πN,i and pN,i for yi, Y , Ii, πi and
pi to highlight that they are indexed by N , and the same notation is used for other quantities
without further mentioning. Denote Ep¨ | FNq and varp¨ | FNq to be the expectation and
variance with respect to the probability measure of a specific sampling design, say PPoi under
Poisson sampling, E˚p¨q and var˚p¨q to be the conditional mean and variance with respect to
the multinomial distribution in the first steps of the proposed bootstrap method conditional
on the realized sample tyN,1, . . . , yN,nu, and E˚˚p¨q and var˚˚p¨q to be the expectation and
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variance with respect to the sampling design in the second step conditional on the bootstrap
finite population F˚N .
Proof of Lemma 3.1. DenoteX
p1q
N,i “ n0N´2y2N,ip1´πN,iqπ´2N,ipIN,i´πN,iq, then n0N´2
`
VˆN,Poi´
VN,Poi
˘ “ řNi“1Xp1qN,i. Let Dp1qN be the event  ∣∣řNi“1Xp1qN,i∣∣ ą ǫ( for N P N`, where ǫ P p0,8q
and N` is the set of positive integers.
By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma (Athreya and Lahiri; 2006, Thereom 7.2.2), to show (1), it
is enough to prove
8ÿ
N“1
PPoipDp1qN q ă 8 (A.1)
for ǫ ą 0. By the Markov’s inequality (Athreya and Lahiri; 2006, Proposition 6.2.4), we have
PPoipDp1qN q ď ǫ´4E
$&
%
˜
Nÿ
i“1
X
p1q
N,i
¸4
| FN
,.
-
“ ǫ´4
„ Nÿ
i“1
E
"´
X
p1q
N,i
¯4
| FN
*
`
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
E
"´
X
p1q
N.i
¯2
| FN
*
E
"´
X
p1q
N,j
¯2
| FN
*
,
where the last equality holds since EpXp1qN,i | FNq “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , N , and Xp1qN,i is indepen-
dent of X
p1q
N,j for pi, jq P ΓN with ΓN “ tpi, jq : i, j “ 1, . . . , N and i ‰ ju.
Consider
E
"´
X
p1q
N,i
¯4
| FN
*
“ n40N´8y8N,ip1´ πN,iq5π´4N,itp1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i ` 1u
ď C1,1n´30 N´1y8N,i, (A.2)
where C1,1 is a positive constant determined by (C1).
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Next, consider
E
"´
X
p1q
N,i
¯2
| FN
*
“ n20N´4y4N,iπ´3N,ip1´ πN,iq3
ď C1,2n´10 N´1y4N,i, (A.3)
where C1,2 is a positive constant.
Based on some algebra and (C3), we have
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
y4N,iy
4
N,j “ OpN2q. (A.4)
By (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4), we have
PPoipDp1qN q
ď ǫ´4C1,1n´30 N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y8N,i ` ǫ´4C21,2n´20 N´2
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
y4N,iy
4
N,j
“ OpN´2αq
for any fixed ǫ ą 0, where the last inequality holds by (C3). Since α P p2´1, 1s by (C1), we
have proved (1) based on (A.1).
For µ
p3q
N,Poi “
řN
i“1 y
3
N,ip1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u, we have
ˇˇˇ
n20N
´3µ
p3q
Poi
ˇˇˇ
“
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
n20N
´3
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ď 2n20N´3
Nÿ
i“1
|yN,i|
3π´2N,i
ď 2C´21 N´1
Nÿ
“1
|yN,i|
3 “ Op1q,
where the first inequality holds by 0 ă πN,i ă 1 and 0 ă 1´ πN,i ă 1, the second inequality
holds by (C1), and the last equality holds by (C3).
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Mentioned that
E
´
n20N
´3µˆ
p3q
N,Poi | FN
¯
“ E
«
n20N
´3
nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,itp1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u | FN
ff
“ n20N´3
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u
“ n20N´3µp3qN,Poi
and
var
´
µˆ
p3q
N,Poi | FN
¯
“ var
«
n20N
´3
nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,itp1 ´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u | FN
ff
ď 4n40N´6
Nÿ
i“1
y6N,iπ
´5
N,i
“ Opn´10 q,
we can obtain that n20N
´3pµˆp3qN,Poi ´ µp3qN,Poiq “ Oppn´1{20 q by the Markov’s inequality. The
results concerning τ
p3q
N,Poi and τˆ
p3q
N,Poi can be proved similarly and is omitted here. Thus, we
finalize the proof of Lemma 3.1.
The following lemmas are useful in establishing Theorem 3.1 and 3.2.
Lemma 9.1. Denote XN,i “ V ´1{2N,PoiyN,iπ´1N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq for i “ 1, . . . , N . Let ∆N,1 “řN
i“1XN,i and φ∆N,1ptq “ E texppιt∆N,1q | FNu be the characteristic function (c.f.) of ∆N,1,
where ι is the imaginary unit. Then under conditions (C1)–(C3),
ˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq
ˇˇ ď expp´t2{3q, (A.5)ˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq ´ expp´t2{2q
ˇˇ ď 16|t|3V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi expp´t2{3q (A.6)
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for all |t| ď V 3{2N,Poi{
´
4ν
p3q
N,Poi
¯
, where ν
p3q
N,Poi “
řN
i“1 |yN,i|3p1 ´ πN,iq
 p1 ´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ` 1(.
Furthermore,
ˇˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq ´ expp´t2{2q ´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ď C2,1 expp´19t2{48q
`
t4n´10 ` t6n´10
˘
(A.7)
for all |t| ď min
´ 
max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq
(´1{2
, V
3{2
N,Poi{
´
4ν
p3q
N,Poi
¯¯
, where C2,1 is a positive
constant and recall that µ
p3q
N,Poi “
řN
i“1 y
3
N,ip1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u.
Proof. As IN,i „ BerpπN,iq, EpXN,i | FNq “ 0 and EpX2N,i | FNq “ V ´1N,Poiy2N,ip1 ´ πN,iqπ´1N,i
for i “ 1, . . . , N . In addition,
EpX3N,i | FNq “ V ´3{2N,Poiy3N,ip1´ πN,iq
 p1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1(
and
Et|XN,i|3 | FNu “ V ´3{2N,Poi|yN,i|3p1´ πN,iq
 p1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ` 1(.
Thus,
řN
i“1EpX2N,i | FNq “ 1,
řN
i“1EpX3N,i | FNq “ V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi “ Opn´1{20 q by (C2) and
Lemma 3.1. In addition, ν
p3q
N,Poi “
řN
i“1 |yN,i|3p1 ´ πN,iq
 p1 ´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ` 1( “ Opn´20 N´3q,
which implies
řN
i“1Et|XN,i|3 | FNu “ V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi “ Opn´1{20 q. By the fact that max1ďiďN Et|XN,i|3 |
FNu ď
řN
i“1Et|XN,i|3 | FNu “ Opn´1{20 q, Et|XN,i|3 | FNu ă 8 for i “ 1, . . . , N . By Lemma
5.1 of Petrov (1995),
ˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq
ˇˇ ď expp´t2{3q,ˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq ´ expp´t2{2q
ˇˇ ď 16|t|3V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi expp´t2{3q
for all |t| ď V 3{2N,Poi{
´
4ν
p3q
N,Poi
¯
.
It remains to show (A.7). Denote φXN,iptq “ E texppιtXN,iq | FNu as the characteristic
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function of XN,i. Note that for any complex numbers z, w, | exppzq ´ 1 ´ w| ď p|z ´ w| `
|w|2{2q exptmaxp|z|, |w|qu, it follows that
ˇˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq ´ expp´t2{2q ´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nź
i“1
φXN,iptq ´ expp´t2{2q ´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“ expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇexp
«
Nÿ
i“1
logtφXN,iptqu ` t2{2
ff
´ 1´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď expp´t2{2q
„ˇˇˇ
ˇ
Nÿ
i“1
logtφXN,iptqu ` t2{2´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
` 2´1
ˇˇˇ
6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi
ˇˇˇ2 
ˆ exp
#
max
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
logtφXN,iptqu ` t2{2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ , ˇˇˇ6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi ˇˇˇ
¸+
.
By Lemma 11.4.3 of Athreya and Lahiri (2006),
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
logtφXN,iptqu ` t2{2´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ (A.8)
ď
Nÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
logtφXN,iptqu ´ 2´1pιtq2EpX2N,i | FNq ´ 6´1pιtq3EpX3N,i | FNq
ˇˇ
ď
Nÿ
i“1
`
E
“
min
 |tXN,i|3{3, ptXN,iq4{24( | FN‰` t4tEpX2N,i | FNqu2{4˘
ď C2,2t4n´10
for all |t| ď  max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq(´1{2, where C2,2 is a positive constant and the last
inequality is by the fact that
Nÿ
i“1
EpX4N,i | FNq
“ V ´2N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
y4N,ip1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i ` 1u
“ Opn´10 q.
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Similarly, by Lemma 11.4.3 of Athreya and Lahiri (2006),
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
logtφXN,iptqu ` t2{2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
Nÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
logtφXN,iptqu ´ 2´1pιtq2EpX2N,i | FNq
ˇˇ
ď 5|t|3
Nÿ
i“1
Et|XN,i|3 | FNu{12 “ 5|t|3V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi{12
for all |t| ď  max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq(´1{2.
Thus, if |t| ď min
´ 
max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq
(´1{2
, V
3{2
N,Poi{
´
4ν
p3q
N,Poi
¯¯
,
max
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
logtφXN,iptqu ` t2{2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ , ˇˇˇ6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi ˇˇˇ
¸
(A.9)
ď 5t2{48.
Mentioned that
2´1
ˇˇˇ
6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi
ˇˇˇ2
ď C2,3t6n´10 (A.10)
for some positive constant C2,3.
Finally, by (A.8), (A.9) and (A.10), it follows that
ˇˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq ´ expp´t2{2q ´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ď expp´t2{2q `C2,2t4n´10 ` C2,3t6n´10 ˘ expp5t2{48q
ď C2,1 expp´19t2{48q
`
t4n´10 ` t6n´10
˘
for all |t| ď min
´ 
max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq
(´1{2
, V
3{2
N,Poi{
´
4ν
p3q
N,Poi
¯¯
. This concludes the
proof of this Lemma.
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Lemma 9.2. Denote
∆N,2 “ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
yN,iy
2
N,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´2N,jpIN,i ´ πN,iqpIN,j ´ πN,jq,
then under conditions (C1)–(C3),
E t∆N,2 exppιt∆N,1q | FNu
“ 2´1t2 expp´t2{2qV ´5{2N,PoiΘp2,3qN,Poi `̟N,1ptq,
for all |t| ď  max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq(´1{2, where XN,i “ V ´1{2N,PoiyN,iπ´1N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq, ∆N,1 “řN
i“1XN,i, ΓN “ tpi, jq : i, j “ 1, . . . , N and i ‰ ju,
Θ
p2,3q
N,Poi “
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
y2N,iy
3
N,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jq2π´1N,iπ´2N,j ,
and ̟N,1ptq satisfies
|̟N,1ptq|
ď C3,1 exp
"
´t2{2 ` 2|t|3V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi{3 ` t2 max
1ďiďN
EpX2N,i | FNq
*
ˆ
´
|t|3n´10 ` t4n´3{20 ` |t|5n´10
¯
,
with C3,1 being a positive constant and ν
p3q
N,Poi “
řN
i“1 |yN,i|3p1´ πN,iq
 p1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ` 1(.
Proof. First, write
E tpIN,i ´ πN,iq exppιtXN,iq | FNu “ ιtV ´1{2N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iq `̟N1,iptq,
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for i “ 1, . . . , N , where
|̟N1,iptq|
“ |E tpIN,i ´ πN,iq exppιtXN,iq | FNu ´ ιtV ´1{2N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iq|
“ p1´ πN,iqπN,i
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
„
exp
!
ιtV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i
)
´ 1
´ ιtV ´1{2N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i

´
!
exp
´
´ιtV ´1{2N,PoiyN,i
¯
´ 1` ιtV ´1{2N,PoiyN,i
) ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2´1p1´ πN,iqπN,i
"ˇˇˇ
tV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i
ˇˇˇ2
`
ˇˇˇ
tV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,i
ˇˇˇ2*
ď C3,2t2N´1y2N,i,
and C3,2 is a positive constant. The last but one inequality is due to the fact that for any
real number x, | exppιxq ´ 1´ ιx| ď |x|2{2. As a consequence, for any pi, jq P ΓN ,
E tpIN,i ´ πN,iq exppιtXN,iq | FNuE tpIN,j ´ πN,jq exppιtXN,jq | FNu
“
!
ιtV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iq `̟N1,iptq
)!
ιtV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,jp1´ πN,jq `̟N1,jptq
)
“ ´t2V ´1N,PoiyN,iyN,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jq `̟N2,ijptq,
where
|̟N2,ijptq|
ď
ˇˇˇ
tV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iq̟N1,jptq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
tV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,jp1´ πN,jq̟N1,iptq
ˇˇˇ
` |̟N1,iptq̟N1,jptq|
ď C3,3
!
|t|3n1{20 N´2py2N,i|yN,j| ` |yN,i|y2N,jq ` t4N´2y2N,iy2N,j
)
with C3,3 being a positive constant.
Denote φXN,iptq “ E texppιtXN,iq | FNu for i “ 1, . . . , N . By the same technique as in
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the proof of Lemma 5.1 of Petrov (1995), we can show that
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ź
k‰i,j
φXN,kptq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď exp
#
´t2
ÿ
k‰i,j
EpX2N,k | FNq{2` 2|t|3
ÿ
k‰i,j
Et|XN,k|3 | FNu{3
+
.
Using the inequality | exppzq ´ 1| ď |z| expp|z|q for all complex number z, we can obtain
that
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ź
k‰i,j
φXN,kptq ´ expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“ expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇexp
« ÿ
k‰i,j
logtφXN,kptqu ` t2{2
ff
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
k‰i,j
logtφXN,kptqu ` t2{2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ exp
«ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
k‰i,j
logtφXN,kptqu ` t2{2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ff
By Lemma 11.4.3 of Athreya and Lahiri (2006),
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
k‰i,j
logtφXN,kptqu ` t2{2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
ÿ
k‰i,j
ˇˇ
logtφXN,kptqu ´ 2´1pιtq2EpX2N,k | FNq
ˇˇ
` 2´1t2EpX2N,i | FNq ` 2´1t2EpX2N,j | FNq
ď 5|t|3
ÿ
k‰i,j
Et|XN,k|3 | FNu{12` 2´1t2
 
EpX2N,i | FNq ` EpX2N,j | FNq
(
.
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for all |t| ď  max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq(´1{2. Thus, we obtain
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ź
k‰i,j
φXN,kptq ´ expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď exp
#
´t2
ÿ
k‰i,j
EpX2N,k | FNq{2` 5|t|3
ÿ
k‰i,j
Et|XN,k|3 | FNu{12
+
ˆ
„
5|t|3
ÿ
k‰i,j
Et|XN,k|3 | FNu{12
` 2´1t2  EpX2N,i | FNq ` EpX2N,j | FNq(

for all |t| ď  max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq(´1{2.
Finally, we have
E t∆N,2 exppιt∆N,1q | FNu
“ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
yN,iy
2
N,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´2N,j
ˆ E tpIN,i ´ πN,iqpIN,j ´ πN,jq exppιt∆N,1q | FNu
“ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
yN,iy
2
N,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´2N,j
ź
k‰i,j
φXN,kptq
ˆ E tpIN,i ´ πN,iq exppιtXN,iq | FNu
ˆ E tpIN,j ´ πN,jq exppιtXN,jq | FNu
“ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
yN,iy
2
N,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´2N,j
ź
k‰i,j
φXN,kptq
ˆ  ´t2V ´1N,PoiyN,iyN,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jq `̟N2,ijptq(
“ 2´1t2V ´5{2N,Poi
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
y2N,iy
3
N,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jq2π´1N,iπ´2N,j
ź
k‰i,j
φXN,kptq
´ 2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
ÿ
i‰j
yN,iy
2
N,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´2N,j
ź
k‰i,j
φXN,kptq̟N2,ijptq
“ 2´1t2 expp´t2{2qV ´5{2N,PoiΘp2,3qN,Poi `̟N,1ptq
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for all |t| ď  max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq(´1{2 and ̟N,1ptq satisfies
|̟N,1ptq|
ď C3,4 exp
#
´t2{2` 2|t|3
Nÿ
i“1
Et|XN,i|3 | FNu{3 ` t2 max
1ďiďN
EpX2N,i | FNq
+
ˆ
"
|t|3n´10 N´2
ÿ
i‰j
`|yN,i|3|yN,j|3 ` y2N,iy4N,j˘
` t4n´3{20 N´2
ÿ
i‰j
|yN,i|3y4N,j
` t4n´1{20 N´3
ÿ
i‰j
py4N,i|yN,j|3 ` y2N,i|yN,j|5q
` |t|5n´10
ˆ
N´2
ÿ
i‰j
y2N,i|yN,j|3
˙ˆ
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
|yN,i|3
˙*
ď C3,1 exp
"
´t2{2` 2|t|3V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi{3` t2 max
1ďiďN
EpX2N,i | FNq
*
ˆ
´
|t|3n´10 ` t4n´3{20 ` |t|5n´10
¯
,
where C3,4 is a positive constant.
Lemma 9.3. Denote YˆN,Poi “
řN
i“1 yN,iπ
´1
N,iIN,i, YN “
řN
i“1 yN,i and VˆN,Poi “
řN
i“1 y
2
N,ip1´
πN,iqπ´2N,iIN,i, then under conditions (C1)–(C3),
Vˆ
´1{2
N,Poi
´
YˆN,Poi ´ YN
¯
“ ∆N,1 `∆N,2 `∆N,3 `∆N,4,
where
∆N,1 “ V ´1{2N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
yN,iπ
´1
N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq,
∆N,2 “ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
yN,iy
2
N,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´2N,jpIN,i ´ πN,iqpIN,j ´ πN,jq,
∆N,3 “ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i,
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and recall that ΓN “ tpi, jq : i, j “ 1, . . . , N and i ‰ ju. In addition, ∆N,4 satisfies
PPoi
´
|∆N,4| ě n´1{20 plogn0q´1
¯
“ opn´1{20 q.
Proof. Denote ΛN,1 “ V ´1N,Poi
řN
i“1 y
2
N,ip1 ´ πN,iqπ´2N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq. Mentioned that EpΛN,1 |
FNq “ 0 and
E
`
Λ2N,1 | FN
˘ “ V ´2N,Poi Nÿ
i“1
y4N,ip1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i “ Opn´10 q,
we have that ΛN,1 “ Oppn´1{20 q. In addition,
EpΛ4N,1 | FNq
“ E
«"
V ´1N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
y2N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´2N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq
*4
| FN
ff
“ V ´4N,Poi
„ Nÿ
i“1
y8N,ip1´ πN,iq5π´4N,i
 p1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i ` 1(
`
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
y4N,iy
4
N,jp1´ πN,iq3p1´ πN,jq3π´3N,iπ´3N,j

“ Opn´20 q.
By some algebra,
Vˆ
´1{2
N,Poi
´
YˆN,Poi ´ YN
¯
“
#
V
´1{2
N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
yN,iπ
´1
N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq
+
p1` ΛN,1q´1{2
“
#
V
´1{2
N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
yN,iπ
´1
N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq
+
t1 ´ 2´1ΛN,1 `OppΛ2N,1qu.
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Use the notations of ∆N,1, ∆N,2 and ∆N,3, we have
Vˆ
´1{2
N,Poi
´
YˆN,Poi ´ YN
¯
“ ∆N,1
 
1´ 2´1ΛN,1 `OppΛ2N,1q
(
“ ∆N,1 ´ 2´1∆N,1ΛN,1 `Opp∆N,1Λ2N,1q
“ ∆N,1 `∆N,2 `∆N,3 ` ΛN,2 `Opp∆N,1Λ2N,1q
where
ΛN,2 “ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´3N,i
 pIN,i ´ πN,iq2 ´ EpIN,i ´ πN,iq2( .
It remains to show
PPoi
´
|ΛN,2| ě n´1{20 plogn0q´1
¯
“ opn´1{20 q (A.11)
and
PPoi
´
|∆N,1Λ2N,1| ě n´1{20 plogn0q´1
¯
“ opn´1{20 q. (A.12)
For (A.11), it is a directly consequence of
E pΛN,2 | FNq “ 0
and
E
`
Λ2N,2 | FN
˘ “ Opn´20 q.
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For (A.12), as
Ep∆4N,1 | FNq
“
Nÿ
i“1
EpX4N,i | FNq `
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
EpX2N,i | FNqEpX2N,j | FNq
“ Op1q,
where XN,i “ V ´1{2N,PoiyN,iπ´1N,ipIN,i ´ πN,iq, we have that
PPoi
´
|∆N,1Λ2N,1| ě n´1{20 plogn0q´1
¯
ď PPoi
´
|∆N,1| ě n1{80 plog n0q
¯
` PPoi
´
|Λ2N,1| ě n´5{80 plogn0q´2
¯
ď n´1{20 plog n0q´4Ep∆4N,1 | FNq ` n5{40 plog n0q4EpΛ4N,1 | FNq
“ opn´1{20 q.
Thus, we finish the proof of this lemma.
Lemma 9.4. Assume condition (C3) holds. Then for any positive integer s satisfies sÑ8
as N Ñ8 and s “ opNq, there exists a subset tyN,ℓ1, . . . , yN,ℓsu Ă tyN,1, . . . , yN,Nu such that
lim
sÑ8
s´1
sÿ
i“1
y4N,ℓi ă 8. (A.13)
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction.
First, we split the population tyN,1, . . . , yN,Nu into tN{su subsets, with the first tN{su´1
subsets as typj´1qs`1, . . . , yN,jsutN{su´1j“1 and the last subset as typtN{su´1qs`1, . . . , yN,Nu. Here
txu denotes the integer part of x P R. Assume that (A.13) is not satisfied by any subset of
tyN,1, . . . , yN,Nu with cardinality s. Then
lim
sÑ8
s´1
sÿ
i“1
y4N,pj´1qs`i “ 8,
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for all j “ 1, . . . , tN{su ´ 1. This implies
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y4N,i
“ N´1s
tN{su´1ÿ
j“1
s´1
sÿ
i“1
y4N,pj´1qs`i `N´1
Nÿ
i“ptN{su´1qs`1
y4N,i
Ñ 8
as N Ñ8.
This result is contradicted with condition (C3). Thus, there exists at least one subset of
tyN,1, . . . , yN,Nu with cardinality s satisfies (A.13).
Lemma 9.5. Denote YˆN,Poi “
řN
i“1 yN,iπ
´1
N,iIN,i, YN “
řN
i“1 yN,i and VˆN,Poi “
řN
i“1 y
2
N,ip1´
πN,iqπ´2N,iIN,i. Let FˆN,Poipzq “ PPoipTN,Poi ď zq be the cumulative distribution function (cdf)
of TN,Poi under Poisson sampling, where TN,Poi “ Vˆ ´1{2N,Poi
´
YˆN,Poi ´ YN
¯
. Then, under condi-
tions (C1)–(C4),
FˆN,Poipzq “ Φpzq `
˜
µ
p3q
N,Poi
6V
3{2
N,Poi
p1´ z2q ` τ
p3q
N,Poi
2V
3{2
N,Poi
z2
¸
φpzq ` opn´1{20 q
uniformly in z P R, where
µ
p3q
N,Poi “
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u
and
τ
p3q
N,Poi “
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,ip1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i.
Proof. According to Lemma 9.3, TN,Poi “ ∆N,1 ` ∆N,2 ` ∆N,3 ` ∆N,4, where ∆N,1, ∆N,2,
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∆N,3 are defined in Lemma 9.3 and ∆N,4 satisfies
PPoi
´
|∆N,4| ě n´1{20 plogn0q´1
¯
“ opn´1{20 q.
Thus, it suffices to show that
sup
zPR
|PPoip∆N,1 `∆N,2 `∆N,3 ď zq ´ FE,Npzq| “ opn´1{20 q,
where
FE,Npzq “ Φpzq `
´
6´1V
´3{2
N,Poiµ
p3q
N,Poip1´ z2q ` 2´1V ´3{2N,Poiτ p3qN,Poiz2
¯
φpzq.
Define
FE,N1pzq “ Φpzq ` 6´1
´
V
´3{2
N,Poiµ
p3q
N,Poi ´ 3V ´3{2N,Poiτ p3qN,Poi
¯
p1´ z2qφpzq.
As ∆N,3 is nonrandom and ∆N,3 “ Opn´1{20 q, by the fact that
sup
zPR
|FE,N1pz ´∆N,3q ´ FE,Npzq| “ opn´1{20 q,
it is enough to prove that
sup
zPR
|PPoip∆N,1 `∆N,2 ď zq ´ FE,N1pzq| “ opn´1{20 q. (A.14)
Denote WN “ ∆N,1 ` ∆N,2 and let φWN ptq be the characteristic function (c.f.) of WN ,
that is
φWN ptq “ EtexppιtWN q | FNu “ E rexptιtp∆N,1 `∆N,2qu | FN s .
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In addition, denote
φE,N1ptq
“
ż
exppιtzqdFE,N1pzq
“ expp´t2{2q
!
1` 6´1pιtq3
´
V
´3{2
N,Poiµ
p3q
N,Poi ´ 3V ´3{2N,Poiτ p3qN,Poi
¯)
.
By Esseen’s smoothing lemma (Petrov; 1995, Theorem 5.1), for any arbitrary ε P p0, 1q,
sup
zPR
|PPoipWN ď zq ´ FE,N1pzq|
ď 1
π
ż
|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φWN ptq ´ φE,N1ptq|dt` n
´1{2
0 ε,
where aε is chosen to satisfy |dFE,N1pzq{dx| ď aεε. Thus, it suffices to prove
1
π
ż
|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φWN ptq ´ φE,N1ptq|dt “ opn
´1{2
0 q.
Recall Θ
p2,3q
N,Poi “
ř
pi,jqPΓN
y2N,iy
3
N,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jq2π´1N,iπ´2N,j , where ΓN “ tpi, jq : i, j “
1, . . . , N and i ‰ ju, then
V
´5{2
N,PoiΘ
p2,3q
N,Poi “ V ´3{2N,Poiτ p3qN,Poi ´ V ´5{2N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
y5N,ip1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i,
where V
´3{2
N,Poiτ
p3q
N,Poi “ Opn´1{20 q and
V
´5{2
N,Poi
Nÿ
i“1
y5N,ip1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i “ Opn´1{20 N´1q.
Denote
φE,N2ptq “ expp´t2{2q
!
1` 6´1pιtq3
´
V
´3{2
N,Poiµ
p3q
N,Poi ´ 3V ´5{2N,PoiΘp2,3qN,Poi
¯)
,
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then
1
π
ż
|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φE,N1ptq ´ φE,N2ptq|dt “ opn
´1{2
0 q.
So it is sufficient to show that
1
π
ż
|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φWN ptq ´ φE,N2ptq|dt “ opn
´1{2
0 q. (A.15)
A simple calculation yields Ep∆N,1 | FNq “ Ep∆N,2 | FNq “ 0, Ep∆2N,1 | FNq “ 1 and
Ep∆2N,2 | FNq
“ 4´1V ´3N,Poi
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
y2N,iy
4
N,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jq3π´1N,iπ´3N,j “ Opn´10 q
This implies that for |t| ď bNn1{20 where bN Ñ 0 as N Ñ 8, |t∆N,2| “ opp1q. By the
inequality that | exppιxq ´ 1´ ιx| ď |x|2{2 for any real number x, we write
φWN ptq “ EtexppιtWN q | FNu “ E rexptιtp∆N,1 `∆N,2qu | FN s
“ E “exppιt∆N,1q  1` ιt∆N,2 `Opp|t∆N,2|2q( | FN‰
“ Etexppιt∆N,1q | FNu ` ιtEt∆N,2 exppιt∆N,1q | FNu
`OpEt|t∆N,2|2 | FNuq.
According to Lemma 9.1 and Lemma 9.2,
ˇˇˇ
φ∆N,1ptq ´ expp´t2{2q ´ 6´1pιtq3V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi expp´t2{2q
ˇˇˇ
ď C2,1 expp´19t2{48q
`
t4n´10 ` t6n´10
˘
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and
E t∆N,2 exppιt∆N,1q | FNu
“ 2´1t2 expp´t2{2qV ´5{2N,PoiΘp2,3qN,Poi `̟N,1ptq,
for all |t| ď min
´ 
max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq
(´1{2
, V
3{2
N,Poi{
´
4ν
p3q
N,Poi
¯¯
, where ̟N,1ptq satisfies
|̟N,1ptq|
ď C3,1 exp
"
´t2{2 ` 2|t|3V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi{3 ` t2 max
1ďiďN
EpX2N,i | FNq
*
ˆ
´
|t|3n´10 ` t4n´3{20 ` |t|5n´10
¯
.
Recall that Ep∆2N,2 | FNq “ Opn´10 q, it can be easily verified that
φWN ptq “ φE,N2ptq `̟Nptq
for |t| ď min
´
bNn
1{2
0 ,
 
max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq
(´1{2
, V
3{2
N,Poi{
´
4ν
p3q
N,Poi
¯¯
, where
|̟Nptq| ď C4,1
„
t2n´10 ` expp´19t2{48q
`
t4n´10 ` t6n´10
˘
` exp
"
´t2{2` 2|t|3V ´3{2N,Poiνp3qN,Poi{3` t2 max
1ďiďN
EpX2N,i | FNq
*
ˆ
´
t4n´10 ` |t|5n´3{20 ` t6n´10
¯
and C4,1 is a positive constant.
Under the assumption that limNÑ8N
´1
řN
i“1 y
8
N,i “ C3 for a positive constant C3, we
have max1ďiďN |yN,i| “ OpN1{8q. Then, max1ďiďN EpX2N,i | FNq “ OpN´3{4q. It follows that
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for |t| ď n1{40 plog n0q´1,
1
π
ż
|t|ďn
1{4
0
plogn0q´1
1
|t| |φWN ptq ´ φE,N2ptq|dt
ď 1
π
ż
|t|ďn
1{4
0
plogn0q´1
1
|t| |̟Nptq|dt “ opn
´1{2
0 q.
It is obvious that
1
π
ż
n
1{4
0
plogn0q´1ď|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φE,N2ptq|dt “ opn
´1{2
0 q,
it remains to establish
1
π
ż
n
1{4
0
plog n0q´1ď|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φWN ptq|dt “ opn
´1{2
0 q. (A.16)
Denote
UN,i,j “ ´2´1V ´3{2N,PoityN,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i ` yN,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,ju
ˆ yN,iyN,jπ´1N,iπ´1N,jpIN,i ´ πN,iqpIN,j ´ πN,jq,
then ∆N,2 “
ř
1ďiăjďN UN,i,j and WN “
řN
i“1XN,i `
ř
1ďiăjďN UN,i,j.
Take m “ tn´1{20 N{plog n0qu. According to Lemma 9.4, we assume that m´1
řm
i“1 y
4
N,i “
Op1q for sufficient large N without loss of generality. Define
∆N,2pmq “
mÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“i`1
UN,i,j.
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By simple algebra,
E
“t∆N,2pmqu2 | FN‰
“ E
$&
%
˜
mÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“i`1
UN,i,j
¸2
| FN
,.
-
“ 4´1V ´3N,Poi
mÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“i`1
tyN,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i ` yN,jp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,ju2
ˆ y2N,iy2N,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´1N,j
“ O
˜
n´10 N
´2
mÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“i`1
py4N,iy2N,j ` y2N,iy4N,jq
¸
“ O `n´10 N´1m˘ .
By the inequality that | exppιxq ´ 1´ ιx| ď 2´1|x|2 for all real x, we have
ˇˇ
EtexppιtWN q | FNu ´ EpexprιttWN ´∆N,2pmqus | FNq
´ ιtEp∆N,2pmq exprιttWN ´∆N,2pmqus | FNq
ˇˇ
ď E p|exprιttWN ´∆N,2pmqus| |exptιt∆N,2pmqu ´ 1´ ιt∆N,2pmq| | FNq
ď 2´1Et|ιt∆N,2pmq|2 | FNu
ď C4,2t2n´10 N´1m,
where C4,2 is a positive constant. This clearly indicates that
|EtexppιtWN q | FNu| ď |EpexprιttWN ´∆N,2pmqusq | FN |
`|t| |Ep∆N,2pmq exprιttWN ´∆N,2pmqus | FNq|
`C4,2t2n´10 N´1m.
In view of the fact that XN,1, . . . , XN,m are the only terms in WN ´∆N,2pmq that depend on
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IN,1, . . . , IN,m, for a positive constant C4,3,
|EpexprιttWN ´∆N,2pmqusq | FN |
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
˜
exp
«
ιt
#
mÿ
i“1
XN,i `
Nÿ
i“m`1
XN,i `∆N,2 ´∆N,2pmq
+ff
| FN
¸ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ mź
i“1
EtexppιtXN,iq | FNu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
˜
exp
«
ιt
#
Nÿ
i“m`1
XN,i `∆N,2 ´∆N,2pmq
+ff
| FN
¸ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ mź
i“1
EtexppιtXN,iq | FNu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď C4,3m´a
by condition (C4). In addition, there exists a constant C4,4 ą 0 such that
|Ep∆N,2pmq exprιttWN ´∆N,2pmqus | FNq|
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
˜
mÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“i`1
UN,i,j exp
«
ιt
#
Nÿ
ℓ“1
XN,ℓ `∆N,2 ´∆N,2pmq
+ff
| FN
¸ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
mÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“i`1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ź
ℓ“1,...,m
ℓ‰i,j
EtexppιtXN,ℓq | FNu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆ
ˇˇˇ
ˇE pUN,i,j exp rιt tXN,i `XN,j `∆N,2 ´∆N,2pmqus | FNq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď C4,4pm´ 2q´an1{20 N´1m.
Finally, for a positive constant C4,5,
1
π
ż
n
1{4
0
plogn0q´1ď|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φWN ptq|dt
ďC4,5
π
ż
n
1{4
0
plogn0q´1ď|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| pm
´a ` |t|m1´an1{20 N´1 ` t2n´10 N´1mqdt
“opn´1{20 q,
as a ą 2. Therefore, we finish the proof of this lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. According to Lemma 3.1, µ
p3q
N,Poi “ Opn´20 N3q. This cooperates with
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(C2) indicates that
µ
p3q
N,Poi
V
3{2
N,Poi
“ Opn´1{20 q. (A.17)
In addition, by (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.1, we can prove that
Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiµˆ
p3q
N,Poi “ Oppn´1{20 q.
Similarly, we can show that Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiτˆ
p3q
N,Poi “ Oppn´1{20 q according to Lemma 3.1. Finally, by
(C2) and Lemma 3.1,
Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiµˆ
p3q
N,Poi ´ V ´3{2N,Poiµp3qN,Poi “ oppn´1{20 q
and
Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiτˆ
p3q
N,Poi ´ V ´3{2N,Poiτ p3qN,Poi “ oppn´1{20 q.
Combine these results with Lemma 9.5 , we have proved Theorem 3.1.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 uses the following lemma.
Lemma 9.6. Let pN˚1 , . . . , N˚nq be a multinomial random vector with distribution MNpN ; ρq,
where ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρnq and ρi “ π´1N,i{
´řn
j“1 π
´1
N,j
¯
for i “ 1, . . . , n. Denote F˚N “ ty˚N,1, . . . , y˚N,Nu
to be the bootstrap finite population generated from the realized sample tyN,1, . . . , yN,nu and
the random vector pN˚1 , . . . , N˚n q with each N˚i indicates the number of replicates of yN,i in
F˚N . Define n1 “
řn
i“1 IpN˚i ě 1q as the number of distinct yN,i, i “ 1, . . . , n in F˚N . Then,
as N Ñ8,
P˚ pn1 ě mintn0, muq Ñ 1, (A.18)
where m “ tn´1{20 N{plog n0qu is the integer part of n´1{20 N{plog n0q and P˚ is the probability
measure for the first step of the proposed bootstrap method conditional on the realized sample
tyN,1, . . . , yN,nu.
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Proof of Lemma 9.6. We prove this lemma under two different case scenarios: m ě n0 and
m ă n0.
First, consider the case of m ě n0, so we have that n0 “ opN2{3q. By the strong law of
large numbers, nn´10 “
řN
i“1 IN,ip
řN
i“1 πN,iq´1 Ñ 1 with probability 1. It suffices to show
that
P˚ pn1 ‰ nq Ñ 0. (A.19)
Mentioned that
P˚ pn1 ‰ nq “ P˚
˜
nÿ
i“1
IpN˚i ě 1q ă n
¸
“ P˚
˜
nď
i“1
tN˚i “ 0u
¸
ď
nÿ
i“1
P˚ pN˚i “ 0q
ď
nÿ
i“1
p1´ ρiqN
ď np1´ C1C´12 n´1qN
Ñ 0,
where the last inequality is due to that C1C
´1
2 n
´1 ď ρi ď C´11 C2n´1 for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Next, consider the case of m ă n0 and it is sufficient to prove that
P˚ pn1 ě mq Ñ 1. (A.20)
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When α ă 1, n0 “ opNq and m “ opN2{3q. Thus,
P˚ pn1 ă mq “ P˚
˜
nÿ
i“1
IpN˚i ě 1q ă m
¸
ď P˚
˜
mÿ
i“1
IpN˚i ě 1q ă m
¸
“ P˚
˜
mď
i“1
tN˚i “ 0u
¸
ď
mÿ
i“1
P˚ pN˚i “ 0q
ď
mÿ
i“1
p1´ ρiqN
ď mp1´ C1C´12 n´1qN
Ñ 0,
which implies (A.20) immediately.
When α “ 1, n0 “ OpNq and m “ opN1{2q. Using Stirling’s formula, there exists a
positive constant C5,1 such that
P˚pn1 ă mq
ď
nÿ
i“n´m
P˚pn1 “ n´ iq
ď
nÿ
i“n´m
n!
pn´ iq!i!
 pn´ iqC´11 C2n´1(N
ď C5,1
nÿ
i“n´m
"
n
2πipn´ iq
*1{2ˆ
n´ i
i
˙iˆ
n
n´ i
˙n "
C2pn ´ iq
C1n
*n
,
where the second inequality uses the fact that C1C
´1
2 n
´1 ď ρi ď C´11 C2n´1. Mentioned that
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m “ opN1{2q and n “ OpNq, we have
"
n
2πipn ´ iq
*1{2
“ Op1q,ˆ
n´ i
i
˙i
ď
ˆ
m
n ´m
˙i
“ opN´i{2qˆ
n
n´ i
˙n"
C2pn ´ iq
C1n
*n
“
ˆ
C2
C1
˙n
.
for i “ n´m, . . . , n. Thus,
"
n
2πipn´ iq
*1{2ˆ
n´ i
i
˙iˆ
n
n´ i
˙n"
C2pn´ iq
C1n
*n
“ o `N´i{2 `C´11 C2˘n˘ .
Finally,
P˚pn1 ă mq
“ o
˜
nÿ
i“n´m
N´i{2
`
C´11 C2
˘n¸
“ o `mN´pn´mq{2 `C´11 C2˘n˘
“ opexp  ´pn´mq logN{2 ` n logpC´11 C2q ` logm(q
Ñ 0,
which finalize the proof of this lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We first show
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
pπ´1N,iIN,i ´ 1q Ñ 0 (A.21)
almost surely pPPoiq. Denote Dp2qN to be the event
 
N´1|
řN
i“1pπ´1N,iIN,i ´ 1q|ą ǫ
(
, where ǫ is
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a fixed positive number. Similar to the argument used in proving Lemma 3.1, we have
PPoi
´
D
p2q
N
¯
ď ǫ´4N´4E
$&
%
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
Nÿ
i“1
pπ´1N,iIN,i ´ 1q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
4
| FN
,.
-
“ ǫ´4N´4
«
Nÿ
i“1
p1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i ` 1u
`
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
p1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´1N,j
fi
fl
ď C6,1ǫ´4pn´30 ` n´20 q,
where C6,1 is a positive constant with respect to N and ΓN “ tpi, jq : i, j “ 1, . . . , N and i ‰
ju. This immediately implies
8ÿ
N“1
PPoipDp2qN q ă 8,
for any arbitrary positive ǫ and we have proved (A.21) by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma.
Next, for any 0 ď δ ď 8,
E
˜
n´10
Nÿ
i“1
|yN,i|δIN,i | FN
¸
“ n´10
Nÿ
i“1
|yN,i|δπN,i
ď C2N´1
Nÿ
i“1
|yN,i|δ
ă 8, (A.22)
where the first inequality holds by (C1) and the last inequality holds by (C3). Thus, by
(A.22) and the Markov’s inequality, we have
n´10
Nÿ
i“1
yδN,iIN,i “ Opp1q (A.23)
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for 0 ď δ ď 8. In addition, as
E
˜
n´10
Nÿ
i“1
IN,i | FN
¸
“ 1,
var
˜
n´10
Nÿ
i“1
IN,i | FN
¸
ď n´20
Nÿ
i“1
πN,i
ď C2n´10 ,
we have
n´10
Nÿ
i“1
IN,i “ 1` opp1q. (A.24)
In the first step of our proposed bootstrap method, y˚N,1, . . . , y
˚
N,N are independently and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) with P˚py˚N,i “ yN,jq “ ρN,j “ π´1N,j
`řn
ℓ“1 π
´1
N,ℓ
˘´1
. Mentioned
that, for a positive constant C6,2,
E˚
#
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq8
+
“
nÿ
i“1
π´1N,i
˜
nÿ
j“1
π´1N,j
¸´1
y8N,i
“
˜
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
π´1N,iIN,i
¸´1 Nÿ
i“1
pN´1π´1N,iqy8N,iIN,i
ď C6,2n´10
Nÿ
i“1
y8N,iIN,i
“ Opp1q, (A.25)
where the first equality holds by the property of the proposed bootstrap method, the in-
equality holds by (A.21) and (C1), and the last equality holds by (A.23). Thus, by (A.25)
and Markov’s inequality, we have
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq8 “ Opp1q. (A.26)
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Similarly, we can prove that for any subset of the bootstrap finite population, say, ty˚N,ℓ1, . . . , y˚N,ℓm0u Ă
ty˚N,1, . . . , y˚N,Nu and all 0 ď δ ď 8,
m´10
m0ÿ
i“1
py˚N,ℓiqδ “ Opp1q, (A.27)
here m0 can be any positive integer less than N .
Denote V ˚N,Poi “
řN
i“1E˚˚pYˆ ˚N,Poi´Y ˚Nq2 “
řN
i“1py˚N,iq2p1´π˚N,iqpπ˚N,iq´1, then by Lemma
3.1, (A.21) and Condition (C2),
E˚
`
n0N
´2V ˚N,Poi
˘
“ E˚
#
n0N
´2
nÿ
i“1
N˚i y
2
N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i
+
“ n0N´2
nÿ
i“1
Nπ´1N,i
˜
nÿ
j“1
π´1N,j
¸´1
y2N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i
“
˜
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
π´1N,iIN,i
¸´1˜
n0N
´2
nÿ
i“1
y2N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´2N,i
¸
“
˜
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
π´1N,iIN,i
¸´1 ´
n0N
´2VˆN,Poi
¯
Ñ σ21
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in probability. In addition, for a positive constant C6,3,
var˚
`
n0N
´2V ˚N,Poi
˘
“ n20N´4
nÿ
i“1
var˚pN˚i qy4N,ip1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i
` n20N´4
ÿ
pi,jqPΓn
cov˚pN˚i , N˚j qy2N,iy2N,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´1N,j
“ n20N´4
nÿ
i“1
NρN,i p1´ ρN,iq y4N,ip1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i
´ n20N´4
ÿ
pi,jqPΓn
NρN,iρN,jy
2
N,iy
2
N,jp1´ πN,iqp1´ πN,jqπ´1N,iπ´1N,j
ď C6,3
#
N´1n´10
Nÿ
i“1
y4N,iIN,i `N´1
˜
n´10
Nÿ
i“1
y2N,iIN,i
¸˜
n´10
Nÿ
i“1
y2N,iIN,i
¸+
“ oppN´1q,
where Γn “ tpi, jq : i, j “ 1, . . . , n and i ‰ ju. Thus, we have
n0N
´2V ˚N,Poi “ σ21 ` opp1q. (A.28)
Denote T ˚N,Poi “
`
Vˆ ˚N,Poi
˘´1{2`
Yˆ ˚N,Poi ´ Y ˚N
˘
, where Y ˚N “
řN
i“1 y
˚
N,i,
Yˆ ˚N,Poi “
nÿ
i“1
m˚i yN,iπ
´1
N,i
“
Nÿ
i“1
y˚N,ipπ˚N,iq´1I˚N,i
and
Vˆ ˚N,Poi “
nÿ
i“1
m˚i y
2
N,ip1´ πN,iqπ´2N,i
“
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq2p1´ π˚N,iqpπ˚N,iq´2I˚N,i,
here I˚N,i is the bootstrap counterpart of IN,i and I
˚
N,i „ Berpπ˚N,iq conditional on the bootstrap
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finite population F˚N .
In view of (A.26) and (A.28), by similar arguments used in the proof of Lemma 9.3, we
can show that
T ˚N,Poi “ ∆˚N,1 `∆˚N,2 `∆˚N,3 `∆˚N,4,
where
∆˚N,1 “ pV ˚N,Poiq´1{2
Nÿ
i“1
y˚N,ipπ˚N,iq´1pI˚N,i ´ π˚N,iq,
∆˚N,2 “ ´2´1pV ˚N,Poiq´3{2
ÿ
pi,jqPΓN
y˚N,ipy˚N,jq2p1´ π˚N,jqpπ˚N,iq´1pπ˚N,jq´2
ˆ pI˚N,i ´ π˚N,iqpI˚N,j ´ π˚N,jq,
∆˚N,3 “ ´2´1pV ˚N,Poiq´3{2
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq3p1´ π˚N,iq2pπ˚N,iq´2,
and ∆˚N,4 satisfies
P
˚
Poi
´
|∆˚N,4| ě n´1{20 plog n0q´1
¯
“ oppn´1{20 q,
where P˚Poi is the counterpart of PPoi conditional on the bootstrap finite population ty˚N,1, . . . , y˚N,Nu.
Let Fˆ ˚N,Poipzq “ P˚PoipT ˚N,Poi ď zq be the cumulative distribution function of T ˚N,Poi condi-
tional on the bootstrap finite population F˚N , we proceed to prove
Fˆ ˚N,Poipzq (A.29)
“ Φpzq `
#
µ
p3q˚
N,Poi
6pV ˚N,Poiq3{2
p1´ z2q ` τ
p3q˚
N,Poi
2pV ˚N,Poiq3{2
z2
+
φpzq ` oppn´1{20 q,
uniformly in z P R, where
µ
p3q˚
N,Poi “
Nÿ
i“1
E˚˚pYˆ ˚N,Poi ´ Y ˚Nq3 “
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq3p1´ π˚N,iqtp1´ π˚N,iq2pπ˚N,iq´2 ´ 1u
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and
τ
p3q˚
N,Poi “
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq3p1´ π˚N,iqpπ˚N,iq´2.
Denote W ˚N “ ∆˚N,1 ` ∆˚N,2 and let φW˚N ptq be the characteristic function (c.f.) of W ˚N
conditional on the bootstrap finite population F˚N , that is,
φW˚
N
ptq “ E˚˚texppιtW ˚N qu “ E˚˚
“
exptιtp∆˚N,1 `∆˚N,2qu
‰
.
Regarding the proof of Lemma 9.5, it is enough to show that
1
π
ż
n
1{4
0
plog n0q´1ď|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φW˚N ptq|dt “ oppn
´1{2
0 q, (A.30)
for any arbitrary ε P p0, 1q in order to finalize (A.29). Here aε is chosen to satisfy |dFE,N1pzq{dx| ď
aεε with FE,N1pzq defined as
FE,N1pzq “ Φpzq ` 6´1
´
V
´3{2
N,Poiµ
p3q
N,Poi ´ 3V ´3{2N,Poiτ p3qN,Poi
¯
p1´ z2qφpzq.
Denote X˚N,i “ pV ˚N,Poiq´1{2y˚N,ipπ˚N,iq´1pI˚N,i ´ π˚N,iq and
U˚N,i,j “ ´2´1V ´3{2N,Poity˚N,ip1´ π˚N,iqpπ˚N,iq´1 ` y˚N,jp1´ π˚N,jqpπ˚N,jq´1u
ˆ y˚N,iy˚N,jpπ˚N,iq´1pπ˚N,jq´1pI˚N,i ´ π˚N,iqpI˚N,j ´ π˚N,jq,
then ∆˚N,1 “
řN
i“1X
˚
N,i, ∆
˚
N,2 “
ř
1ďiăjďN U
˚
N,i,j and
W ˚N “
Nÿ
i“1
X˚N,i `
ÿ
1ďiăjďN
U˚N,i,j.
Take m “ tn´1{20 N{plog n0qu, we prove (A.30) under two different case scenarios: m ě n0
and m ă n0.
First, consider the case of m ě n0, we have that n0 “ opN2{3q. According to Lemma
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9.6, we assume y˚N,1 “ yN,1, . . . , y˚N,n “ yN,n, without loss of generality. Then, by (A.28),
condition (C5) and the fact that
E texp pιtXN,iq | FNu
“ πN,i exp
 
ιtV
´1{2
N,PoiyN,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i
(` p1´ πN,iq exp `´ ιtV ´1{2N,PoiyN,i˘,
we arrive at
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ mź
i“1
E˚˚texppιtX˚N,iqu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ nź
i“1
E˚˚texppιtX˚N,iqu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
nź
i“1
„
π˚N,i exp
!
ιt
`
V ˚N,Poi
˘´1{2
y˚N,ip1´ π˚N,iq
`
π˚N,i
˘´1)
` p1´ π˚N,iq exp
!
´ιt `V ˚N,Poi˘´1{2 y˚N,i)
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
nź
i“1
„
πN,i exp
!
ιt
`
V ˚N,Poi
˘´1{2
yN,ip1´ πN,iqπ´1N,i
)
` p1´ πN,iq exp
!
´ιt `V ˚N,Poi˘´1{2 yN,i)
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ Oppn´a0 q. (A.31)
By (A.27), we have that m´1
řm
i“1py˚N,iq4 “ Opp1q. Similar to the proof of Lemma 9.3, define
∆˚N,2pmq “
mÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“i`1
U˚N,i,j,
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then E˚˚t∆˚N,2pmqu2 “ Op
`
n´10 N
´1m
˘
. Furthermore, for positive constants C6,4 and C6,5,
|φW˚
N
ptq|
ď ˇˇE˚˚pexprιttW ˚N ´∆˚N,2pmqusqˇˇ
`|t| ˇˇE˚˚p∆˚N,2pmq exprιttW ˚N ´∆˚N,2pmqusˇˇ
`C6,4t2n´10 N´1m
ď C6,5
´
n´a0 ` |t|n3{2´a0 N´1 ` t2n´10 N´1m
¯
in probability and this immediately implies
1
π
ż
n
1{4
0
plogn0q´1ď|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| |φ
˚
WN
ptq|dt
ď C6,5
π
ż
n
1{4
0
plogn0q´1ď|t|ďaεn
1{2
0
1
|t| pn
´a
0 ` |t|n3{2´a0 N´1 ` t2n´10 N´1mqdt
“ oppn´1{20 q.
Next, consider the case of m ă n0. According to Lemma 9.6, we assume y˚N,1 “
yN,1, . . . , y
˚
N,m “ yN,m, without loss of generality. Then, use the same technique as (A.31),
we can show that
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ mź
i“1
E˚˚texppιtX˚N,iqu
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ Oppm´aq.
The following procedure is similar to the case of m ě n0. Thus, we arrive at
Fˆ ˚N,Poipzq
“ Φpzq `
#
µ
p3q˚
N,Poi
6pV ˚N,Poiq3{2
p1´ z2q ` τ
p3q˚
N,Poi
2pV ˚N,Poiq3{2
z2
+
φpzq ` oppn´1{20 q.
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It remains to show that
Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiµˆ
p3q
N,Poi ´ pV ˚N,Poiq´3{2µp3q˚N,Poi “ oppn´1{20 q
and
Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiτˆ
p3q
N,Poi ´ pV ˚N,Poiq´3{2τ p3q˚N,Poi “ oppn´1{20 q.
Mentioned that
Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiµˆ
p3q
N,Poi ´ pV ˚N,Poiq´3{2µp3q˚N,Poi
“ n´1{20
"´
n0N
´2VˆN,Poi
¯´3{2 ´
n20N
´3µˆ
p3q
N,Poi
¯
´ `n0N´2V ˚N,Poi˘´3{2 ´n20N´3µp3q˚N,Poi¯)
and
Vˆ
´3{2
N,Poiτˆ
p3q
N,Poi ´ pV ˚N,Poiq´3{2τ p3q˚N,Poi
“ n´1{20
"´
n0N
´2VˆN,Poi
¯´3{2 ´
n20N
´3τˆ
p3q
N,Poi
¯
´ `n0N´2V ˚N,Poi˘´3{2 ´n20N´3τ p3q˚N,Poi¯) ,
it suffices to prove that
n0N
´2pV ˚N,Poi ´ VˆN,Poiq Ñ 0, (A.32)
n20N
´3pµp3q˚N,Poi ´ µˆp3qN,Poiq Ñ 0, (A.33)
n20N
´3pτ p3q˚N,Poi ´ τˆ p3qN,Poiq Ñ 0, (A.34)
in probability conditional on the series of realized samples. For (A.32), it is a consequence
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result of n0N
´2V ˚N,Poi “ σ21 ` opp1q and Lemma 3.1. For (A.33), consider
E˚pn20N´3µp3q˚N,Poiq
“ n20N´3
nÿ
i“1
Nπ´1N,iřn
j“1 π
´1
N,j
y3N,ip1´ πN,iqtp1´ πN,iq2π´2N,i ´ 1u
“ n20N´3µˆp3qN,Poit1` op1qu (A.35)
almost surely, where the second equality holds by (A.21). Next, consider
var˚pn20N´3µp3q˚N,Poiq
ď 4n40N´6
nÿ
i“1
Nπ´1N,iřn
j“1 π
´1
N,j
y6N,iπ
´4
N,i
ď 4C´51 n´10 N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y6N,it1` op1qu “ op1q (A.36)
almost surely, where the second inequality holds by (A.21) and the last equality holds by
(C3). By (2) in Lemma 3.1, (A.35) and (A.36), we have proved (A.33), and the proof of
(A.34) is similar. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 9.7. Let i, j, k, l be pairwise distinct positive integers, which are no larger than N .
Suppose that (C6) holds. Under SRS, we have
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q4 | FNs “ Opn´3N3q, (A.37)
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q3pIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1q | FN s “ OpN2n´2q, (A.38)
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q2pIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1q2 | FN s “ OpN2n´2q, (A.39)
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1q2 | FN s
“ OpNn´2q, (A.40)
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1qpIN,lπ´1N,l ´ 1q | FNs
“ Opn´2q. (A.41)
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Proof of Lemma 9.7. Consider
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q4 | FN s “ πN,ipπ´1N,i ´ 1q4 ` p1´ πN,iq
“ p1´ πN,iqrp1´ πN,iq3π´3N,i ` 1s
ď N3n´3,
where the last inequality holds by the fact that p1 ´ xq3 ` x3 ď 1 for x P r0, 1s. Thus, we
have proved (A.37).
Denote #A to be the number of elements that equal to 1 in set A. Under SRS, we have
PNp#tIN,i, IN,ju “ 2q “ npn´ 1q
NpN ´ 1q ,
PNptIN,i “ 1, IN,j “ 0uq “ npN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1q ,
PNp#tIN,i, IN,ju “ 0q “ pN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1q
NpN ´ 1q ,
Under SRS, we have π´1N,i ´ 1 “ pN ´ nqn´1 for i “ 1, . . . , N . Consider
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q3pIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1q | FN s
“ pN ´ nq
4
n4
npn ´ 1q
NpN ´ 1q ´
pN ´ nq3
n3
npN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1q
´N ´ n
n
npN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1q `
pN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1q
NpN ´ 1q
“ ´ pN ´ nq
4
n3NpN ´ 1q `Op1q
“ OpN2n´2q, (A.42)
where the last equality holds by the facts that pN ´ nq4rn3NpN ´ 1qs´1 “ OpN2n´3q and
N2n´2 “ Op1q if n — N . Thus, we have proved (A.38) by (A.42).
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Consider
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q2pIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1q2 | FN s
“ pN ´ nq
4
n4
npn´ 1q
NpN ´ 1q ` 2
pN ´ nq2
n2
npN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1q `
pN ´ nqpN ´ n ´ 1q
NpN ´ 1q
“ OpN2n´2q `OpNn´1q `Op1q
“ OpN2n´2q,
which proves (A.39).
Similar with the case for two terms, we have the following results under SRS. That is,
PNp#tIN,i, IN,j, IN,ku “ 3q “ npn ´ 1qpn´ 2q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q ,
PNptIN,i “ 1, IN,j “ 1, IN,k “ 0uq “ npn ´ 1qpN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q ,
PNptIN,i “ 1, IN,j “ 0, IN,k “ 0uq “ npN ´ nqpN ´ n ´ 1q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q ,
PNp#tIN,i, IN,j, IN,ku “ 0q “ pN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1qpN ´ n´ 2q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q .
Consider
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1q2 | FN s
“ pN ´ nq
4
n4
npn ´ 1qpn´ 2q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q `
pN ´ nq2
n2
npn´ 1qpN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
´2pN ´ nq
3
n3
npn´ 1qpN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q ´ 2
N ´ n
n
npN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
`pN ´ nq
2
n2
npN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q `
pN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1qpN ´ n ´ 2q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
“ pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpN ´ nq
4
n3NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q `
pN ´ nq3
nNpN ´ 1q ´ 2
pn ´ 1qpN ´ nq4
n2NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
`pN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1qpN ´ n ´ 2q ´ 2pN ´ nq
2pN ´ n ´ 1q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q . (A.43)
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After some algebra, the first three terms of (A.43) are
pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpN ´ nq4
n3NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q `
pN ´ nq3
nNpN ´ 1q
´2 pn ´ 1qpN ´ nq
4
n2NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
“ pN ´ nq
3
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q `OpNn
´2q. (A.44)
Together with (A.43) and (A.44), we have
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1q2 | FN s
“ OpNn´2q ` pN ´ nq
3 ´ pN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1qpN ´ n ` 2q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
“ OpNn´2q, (A.45)
where the last equality holds by (C6) and the fact that the second term in the first equality
converges to 0. Thus, we have shown (A.40) by (A.45).
For four terms under SRS, we have
PNp#tIN,i, IN,j, IN,k, IN,lu “ 4q “ npn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q ,
PNptIN,i “ 1, IN,j “ 1, IN,k “ 1, IN,l “ 0uq “ npn´ 1qpn´ 2qpN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q ,
PNptIN,i “ 1, IN,j “ 1, IN,k “ 0, IN,l “ 0uq “ npn ´ 1qpN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q ,
PNptIN,i “ 1, IN,j “ 0, IN,k “ 0, IN,l “ 0uq “ npN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1qpN ´ n ´ 2q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q ,
PNp#tIN,i, IN,j, IN,k, IN,lu “ 0q “ pN ´ nqpN ´ n ´ 1qpN ´ n´ 2qpN ´ n´ 3q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q .
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Now, consider
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1qpIN,lπ´1N,l ´ 1q | FN s
“ pN ´ nq
4
n4
npn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q
´4pN ´ nq
3
n3
npn ´ 1qpn´ 2qpN ´ nq
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q
`6pN ´ nq
2
n2
npn´ 1qpN ´ nqpN ´ n ´ 1q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q
´4pN ´ nq
n
npN ´ nqpN ´ n´ 1qpN ´ n ´ 2q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q
`pN ´ nqpN ´ n ´ 1qpN ´ n´ 2qpN ´ n ´ 3q
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3q . (A.46)
Consider
pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3q
n3
pN ´ nq4
´4pn´ 1qpn´ 2q
n2
pN ´ nq4
`6pn´ 1q
n
pN ´ nq3pN ´ n ´ 1q
´4pN ´ nq2pN ´ n´ 1qpN ´ n ´ 2q
`pN ´ nqpN ´ n ´ 1qpN ´ n´ 2qpN ´ n´ 3q
“ 3pN ´ nq
4
n2
´ 6pN ´ nq
4
n3
` 6pN ´ nq
3
n
`3pN ´ nq2 ´ 6pN ´ nq
“ OpN4n´2q, (A.47)
where the last equality is valid by (C6). Together with (A.46) and (A.47), we have
ErpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1qpIN,lπ´1N,l ´ 1q | FN s
“ OpN4n´2qtNpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2qpN ´ 3qu´1
“ Opn´2q.
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Thus, we have proved (A.41).
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Based on basic algebra and (C3), we can show (9), so the proof is
omitted here.
Note that
s2N,SRS “ n´1
nÿ
i“1
y2i ´
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
yi
¸2
,
σ2N,SRS “ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y2i ´
˜
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
yi
¸2
.
To show (10), it is enough to show that
n´1
nÿ
i“1
y2i ´N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y2i Ñ 0, (A.48)
n´1
nÿ
i“1
yi ´N´1
Nÿ
i“1
yi Ñ 0 (A.49)
almost surely.
First, we show (A.48), and we have
n´1
nÿ
i“1
y2i ´N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y2i “ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
pIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qy2N,i.
Based on (C6) and the proof of Lemma 3.1, it is enough to show that
N´4E
»
–# Nÿ
i“1
pIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qy2N,i
+4
| FN
fi
fl “ Opn´2q.
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By some basic algebra and (C3), we have
ÿ
i‰j
y6N,iy
2
N,j “ OpN2q, (A.50)ÿ
i‰j‰k
y2N,iy
2
N,jy
4
N,k “ OpN3q, (A.51)ÿ
i‰j‰k‰l
y2N,iy
2
N,jy
2
N,ky
2
N,l “ OpN4q, (A.52)
where i ‰ j ‰ k and i ‰ j ‰ k ‰ l are defined similarly as i ‰ j for (A.4).
Consider
N´4E
»
–# Nÿ
i“1
pIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qy2N,i
+4
| FN
fi
fl
“ N´4
Nÿ
i“1
EtpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q4 | FNuy8N,i
`N´4
ÿ
i‰j
EtpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q2pIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1q2 | FNuy4N,iy4N,j
`N´4
ÿ
i‰j
EtpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1q3pIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1q | FNuy6N,iy2N,j
`N´4
ÿ
i‰j‰k
EtpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1q2 | FNuy2N,iy2N,jy4N,k
`N´4
ÿ
i‰j‰k‰l
EtpIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qpIN,jπ´1N,j ´ 1qpIN,kπ´1N,k ´ 1qpIN,lπ´1N,l ´ 1q | FNuy2N,iy2N,jy2N,ky2N,l
“ Opn´2q,
where the last equality holds by Lemma 9.7, (A.4) and (A.50) to (A.52). Thus, we have
proved (A.48). Similarly, we can prove (A.49).
Note that
µ
p3q
N,SRS “ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,i ´ 3Y¯NN´1
Nÿ
i“1
y2N,i ` 2Y¯ 3N .
To show (11), by (A.48) and (A.49), it remains to show
n´1
nÿ
i“1
y3i ´N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,i Ñ 0, (A.53)
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in probability.
Note that
n´1
nÿ
i“1
y3i ´N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,i “ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
pIN,iπ´1N,i ´ 1qy3N,i.
Consider
E
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
y3i ´N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,i | FN
¸
“ 0 (A.54)
var
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
y3i ´N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y3N,i | FN
¸
“ n´1p1´ nN´1qσ2N,3
“ Opn´1q, (A.55)
where (A.54) holds by the sampling design, σ2N,3 is the finite population variance of ty3N,1, . . . , y3N,Nu,
and the second equality of (A.55) holds by (C3). Together with (A.54) and (A.55), we have
proved (A.53).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First, we show that
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq8 “ Opp1q. (A.56)
Consider
N´1E˚
#
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq8
+
“ n´1
nÿ
i“1
y8N,i (A.57)
E
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
y8N,i | FN
¸
“ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y8N,i
“ Op1q. (A.58)
Together with (A.57) and (A.58), we have proved (A.56) using the Markov inequality.
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By (C8), there exists a strongly non-latticed distribution GSRS such that
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
exppιtyiq Ñ
ż
exppιtxqdGSRSpxq (A.59)
as N Ñ8 for t P R. Next, we show that
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
exppιty˚i q Ñ
ż
exppιtxqdGSRSpxq (A.60)
in probability as N Ñ 8 for t P R, where ty˚i : i “ 1, . . . , Nu is the bootstrap finite
population.
By Euler’s formula, we have
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
exppιtyiq “ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
cosptyiq ` ιN´1
Nÿ
i“1
sinptyiq,
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
exppιty˚i q “ N´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i cosptyiq ` ιN´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i sinptyiq.
It is enough to show that
N´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i cosptyiq “ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
cosptyiq ` opp1q, (A.61)
N´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i sinptyiq “ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
sinptyiq ` opp1q. (A.62)
We only show the result (A.61), and (A.62) can be obtained in a similar manner.
By the first step of the proposed bootstrap method, we have
N´1E˚
#
nÿ
i“1
N˚i cosptyiq
+
“ n´1
nÿ
i“1
cosptyiq (A.63)
N´2var˚
#
nÿ
i“1
N˚i cosptyiq
+
ď N´2
nÿ
i“1
Nn´1
“ op1q, (A.64)
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where the inequality of (A.64) holds by the negative correlation among N˚i and the fact that
|cosptyiq| ď 1. Using similar argument in (A.54) and (A.55), we can have shown (A.61) by
results in (A.63) and (A.64). By (A.61) and (A.62), we have proved (A.60).
Thus, by (C6), (A.56) and (A.60), we have
Fˆ ˚N,SRSpzq “ Φpzq ´
p1´ n{Nq1{2µp3q˚N,SRS
6n1{2pσ˚N,SRSq3
"
1´ 2n{N
1´ n{N pz
2 ´ 1q ´ 3z2
*
φpzq ` oppn´1{2q
almost surely conditional on the generated bootstrap finite population, where µ
p3q˚
SRS and
pσ˚SRSq2 are the bootstrap central third moment and variance.
Based on Lemma 4.1, it remains to show that
µ
p3q˚
N,SRS ´ µˆp3qN,SRS Ñ 0 (A.65)
pσ˚N,SRSq2 ´ s2N,SRS Ñ 0 (A.66)
in probability. By some algebra, it is equivalent to show
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq3 ´ n´1
nÿ
i“1
y3N,i Ñ 0, (A.67)
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq2 ´ n´1
nÿ
i“1
y2N,i Ñ 0, (A.68)
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
y˚N,i ´ n´1
nÿ
i“1
yN,i Ñ 0, (A.69)
in probability.
Consider
N´1E˚
#
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq3
+
“ n´1
nÿ
i“1
y3N,i (A.70)
var˚
#
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq3
+
ď N´2
nÿ
i“1
Nn´1y6N,i
“ opp1q, (A.71)
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where the last equality of (A.71) is derived by the Markov inequality and a similar procedure
for (A.58). Thus, we have proved (A.67) by (A.70) and (A.71). Similarly, we can prove
(A.68) and (A.69). Therefore, we have shown (A.65) and (A.66), which concludes the proof
of Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Mentioned that ZN,1, . . . , ZN,n
i.i.d.„ GN,PPS and PpZN,i “ p´1N,kyN,kq “
pN,k for i “ 1, . . . , n; k “ 1, . . . , N , we have
EpN´δ|ZN,i|δ | FNq “ N´δ
Nÿ
i“1
p
´pδ´1q
N,i |yN,i|
δ
“ O
˜
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
|yN,i|
δ
¸
“ Op1q, (A.72)
for all positive δ ď 8, where the second equality holds by (C9), and the last equality holds
by (C3).
By the strong law of large numbers,
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´2Z2N,i ´ EpN´2Z2N,i | FNq Ñ 0 (A.73)
almost surely and
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1ZN,i ´ EpN´1ZN,i | FNq Ñ 0 (A.74)
almost surely.
Note that
N´2s2N,PPS “ n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´2Z2N,i ´ bigpn´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1ZN,i
˘2
,
N´2σ2N,PPS “ EpN´2Z2N,i | FNq ´ tEpN´1ZN,i | FNqu2.
By (A.73) and (A.74), we have proved (14).
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Notice that
N´3µ
p3q
PPS “ N´3
Nÿ
i“1
pN,ipp´3N,iy3N,i ´ 3p´2N,iy2N,iYN ` 3p´1N,iyN,iY 2N ´ Y 3Nq
“ N´3
Nÿ
i“1
p´2N,iy
3
N,i ´ 3N´3YN
Nÿ
i“1
p´1N,iy
2
N,i ` 2N´3Y 3N
“ Op1q, (A.75)
where YN “ EpZN,i | FNq “
řN
i“1 yN,i, and the last equality of (A.75) holds by (C9) and
(A.72). In addition, for ζ “ 1, 2, 3, we have
E
«#
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´ζZ
ζ
N,i ´ EpN´ζZζN,i | FNq
+
| FN
ff
“ 0
and
var
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´ζZ
ζ
N,i | FN
¸
ď n´1N´2ζEpZ2ζN,i | FNq “ Opn´1q.
By Markov’s inequality,
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´ζZ
ζ
N,i ´EpN´ζZζN,i | FNq “ Oppn´1{2q
for ζ “ 1, 2, 3, from which we can prove that N´3pµˆp3qN,PPS ´ µp3qN,PPSq “ Oppn´1{2q. Thus, we
complete the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Rewrite
TN,PPS “ Vˆ ´1{2N,PPSpYˆN,PPS ´ YNq
“ n1{2
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1ZN,i ´N´1YN
¸
ˆ
$&
%n´1
nÿ
i“1
pN´1ZN,iq2 ´
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1ZN,i
¸2,.
-
´1{2
,
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where N´1YN “ EpN´1ZN,i | FNq. By (A.72), we have Ep|N´1ZN,i|3 | FNq ă 8. Using the
results of Hall (1987), as the distribution of ZN,i is non-lattice, we have
FˆN,PPSpzq “ Φpzq `
µ
p3q
N,PPS
6
?
nσ3N,PPS
p2z2 ` 1qφpzq ` opn´1{2q,
where σ2N,PPS “ EtpZN,i ´ YNq2 | FNu “
řN
i“1 pN,ipp´1N,iyN,i ´ YNq2 and µp3qN,PPS “ EtpZN,i ´
YNq3 | FNu “
řN
i“1 pN,ipp´1N,iyN,i ´ YNq3. Finally, according to Lemma 5.1, we have shown
Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Mentioned that PPPSppN,a,i “ pN,kq “ pN,k for i “ 1, . . . , n; k “
1, . . . , N and pN,a,1, . . . , pN,a,n are independent. For any a such that 0 ď δ ď 8,
E
#ˇˇˇ
ˇˇn´1 nÿ
i“1
N´1p´1N,a,iy
δ
N,a,i
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ | FN
+
ď N´1
Nÿ
i“1
|yN,i|δ ă 8.
Thus, by SLLN,
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1p´1N,a,iy
δ
N,a,i Ñ N´1
Nÿ
i“1
yδN,i (A.76)
with probability 1 for all 0 ď δ ď 8.
In the first step of our proposed bootstrap method, y˚N,1, . . . , y
˚
N,N are independently
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with P˚py˚N,i “ yN,a,jq “ ρN,j “ p´1N,a,j
`řn
ℓ“1 p
´1
N,a,ℓ
˘´1
for
i “ 1, . . . , N ; j “ 1, . . . , n. Let P˚ be the probability measure for the first step of the
proposed bootstrap method conditional on the realized sample tyN,a,1, . . . , yN,a,nu. Then, we
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have
E˚
#
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq8
+
“
nÿ
i“1
p´1N,a,i
˜
nÿ
j“1
p´1N,a,j
¸´1
y8N,a,i
“
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1p´1N,a,i
¸´1
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1p´1N,a,iy
8
N,a,i
“ Opp1q, (A.77)
from which, we get that conditional on the series of realized samples,
N´1
Nÿ
i“1
py˚N,iq8 “ Opp1q. (A.78)
Recall that C˚N “
řn
i“1N
˚
a,ipN,a,i, where N
˚
a,i is the number of repetitions of the i-th
realized sample in the proposed bootstrap method. Next, we show
C˚N “ 1` opp1q. (A.79)
Consider
E˚pC˚Nq “
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1p´1N,a,i
¸´1
, (A.80)
var˚pC˚Nq ď N
˜
nÿ
i“1
p´1N,a,i
¸´1 nÿ
i“1
pN,a,i
“ O
¨
˝N´1
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´1p´1N,a,i
¸´1˛‚, (A.81)
where the equality of (A.81) holds by (C9). By (A.80) and (A.81), we have shown (A.79)
according to (A.76) with δ “ 0.
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Similarly, we can show
nN˚a,ipN,a,i “ 1` opp1q (A.82)
for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Let ppC˚Nq´1p˚N,b,i, y˚N,b,iq be the quantities for the i-th selected element from the bootstrap
finite population F˚N . Denote Z
˚
N,i “ C˚Npp˚N,b,iq´1y˚N,b,i for i “ 1, . . . , n. Then P˚PPS
`
Z˚N,i “
C˚Npp˚N,kq´1y˚N,k
˘ “ pC˚Nq´1p˚N,k for i “ 1, . . . , n; k “ 1, . . . , N , where P˚PPS is the counterpart
of PPPS conditional on the bootstrap finite population F
˚
N .
Conditional on the bootstrap finite population F˚N , denote F
˚
N,PPSpzq “ P˚PPSpT ˚N,PPS ď
zq as the distribution of T ˚N,PPS “ pVˆ ˚N,PPSq´1{2pYˆ ˚N,PPS ´ Y ˚Nq, where Y ˚N “
řN
i“1 y
˚
N,i,
Yˆ ˚N,PPS “ n´1
řn
i“1Z
˚
N,i and V
˚
N,PPS “ n´2
řn
i“1pZ˚N,i ´ Z¯˚Nq2 with Z¯˚N “ n´1
řn
i“1 Z
˚
N,i “
Yˆ ˚N,PPS.
Consider
E
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´3|ZN,i|3 | FN
¸
“ EpN´3|ZN,i|3 | FNq
“ Op1q, (A.83)
var
˜
n´1
nÿ
i“1
N´3|ZN,i|3 | FN
¸
“ n´1varpN´3|ZN,i|3 | FNq
ď n´1EpN´6Z6N,i | FNq
“ Opn´1q, (A.84)
where the results of (A.83) and (A.84) are based on (A.72).
Recall that E˚˚p¨q is the expectation with respect to the sampling design conditional on
the bootstrap finite population and tp˚N,k : k “ 1, . . . , Nu consists of N˚a,i copies of pN,a,i for
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i “ 1, . . . , n. Consider
E˚˚
`|N´1Z˚N,i|3˘
“ N´3
Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1p˚N,i|C˚Npp˚N,iq´1y˚N,i|3
“ N´3pC˚Nq2
Nÿ
i“1
pp˚N,iq´2|y˚N,i|3
“ N´3pC˚Nq2
nÿ
i“1
N˚a,ip
´2
N,a,i|yN,a,i|3
“ n´1
nÿ
i“1
|N´1p´1N,a,iyN,a,i|3t1` opp1qu
“ Opp1q, (A.85)
where the fourth equality holds by (A.82), and last equality holds by Lemma 5.1, (C9),
(A.83) and (A.84).
Consider the characteristic function of N´1ZN,i and N
´1Z˚N,i. Specifically, the charac-
teristic function of N´1ZN,i is
ψZ,Nptq “
Nÿ
i“1
pN,i exppιtN´1yN,i{pN,iq
and the characteristic function of N´1Z˚N,i, conditional on the bootstrap finite population
F˚N , is
ψ˚Z,Nptq “
Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1p˚N,i exppιtN´1C˚Ny˚N,i{p˚N,iq
To show that the distribution of Z˚N,i is non-lattice in probability conditional on the
bootstrap finite population F˚N , it is enough to show that, for any fixed t0 ą 0,
sup
|t|ďt0
ˇˇ
ψ˚Z,Nptq ´ ψZ,Nptq
ˇˇÑ 0 (A.86)
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in probability as nÑ8. By remarking that
sup
|t|ďt0
ˇˇ
ψ˚Z,Nptq ´ ψZ,Nptq
ˇˇ
ď sup
|t|ďt0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇψ˚Z,Nptq ´ Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1p˚N,i exppιtN´1y˚N,i{p˚N,iq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
` sup
|t|ďt0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1p˚N,i exppιtN´1y˚N,i{p˚N,iq ´ ψZ,Nptq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ . (A.87)
First,
sup
|t|ďt0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇψ˚Z,Nptq ´ Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1p˚N,i exppιtN´1y˚N,i{p˚N,iq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď sup
|t|ďt0
Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1p˚N,i
ˇˇ
exppιtN´1C˚Ny˚N,i{p˚N,iq ´ exppιtN´1y˚N,i{p˚N,iq
ˇˇ
ď t0N´1
Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1
ˇˇ
y˚N,i
ˇˇ |C˚N ´ 1| Ñ 0
in probability as nÑ8. Second,
sup
|t|ďt0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
pC˚Nq´1p˚N,i exppιtN´1y˚N,i{p˚N,iq ´ ψZ,Nptq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“ sup
|t|ďt0
ˇˇˇ
ˇpC˚Nq´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i pN,a,i exppιtN´1yN,a,i{pN,a,iq
´
Nÿ
i“1
pN,i cosptN´1yN,i{pN,iq ´ ι
Nÿ
i“1
pN,i sinptN´1yN,i{pN,iq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇpC˚Nq´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i pN,a,i cosptN´1yN,a,i{pN,a,iq
´
Nÿ
i“1
pN,i cosptN´1yN,i{pN,iq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇpC˚Nq´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i pN,a,i sinptN´1yN,a,i{pN,a,iq
´
Nÿ
i“1
pN,i sinptN´1yN,i{pN,iq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ.
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It suffices to show that
pC˚Nq´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i pN,a,i cosptN´1yN,a,i{pN,a,iq
“
Nÿ
i“1
pN,i cosptN´1yN,i{pN,iq ` opp1q, (A.88)
pC˚Nq´1
nÿ
i“1
N˚i pN,a,i sinptN´1yN,a,i{pN,a,iq
“
Nÿ
i“1
pN,i sinptN´1yN,i{pN,iq ` opp1q. (A.89)
We can show (A.88) since (A.79) and (A.82) hold, |cosptyN,a,i{pN,a,iq| ď 1 and ZN,1, . . . , ZN,n
are independent and identically distributed random variables. Similarly, we can show (A.89).
By (A.77), (C11), and the fact that the distribution of Z˚N,i is non-lattice in probability, we
have the following result by Hall (1987):
Fˆ ˚N,PPSpzq “ Φpzq `
µ
p3q˚
N,PPS
6
?
npσ˚N,PPSq3
p2z2 ` 1qφpzq ` oppn´1{2q (A.90)
uniformly in z P R, where µp3q˚N,PPS “ E˚˚tpZ˚N,i ´ Y ˚Nq3u.
Based on a similar argument made for (A.85), we have
N´3pµp3q˚N,PPS ´ µˆp3qN,PPSq “ opp1q, (A.91)
N´2tpσ˚N,PPSq2 ´ s2N,PPSu “ opp1q. (A.92)
Together with Lemma 5.1, (A.90) to (A.92) and (C10), we have proved Theorem 5.2.
9.2 Design-unbiased estimates for the two-stage sampling designs
For the two-stage sampling designs in the second simulation study, Poisson sampling and
PPS sampling are used in the first stage, and an SRS design is independently conducted
within each selected cluster in the second stage. For the sampling designs in the first stage,
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denote πi “ n1NiN´1 to be the first-order inclusion probability for Poisson sampling, and
pi “ NiN´1 to be the selection probability for PPS sampling. In this section, we comply to
the notation convention in Section 1.2.8 of Fuller (2009) to discuss the variance estimation
under the two-stage sampling designs.
For the two-stage sampling design, where Poisson sampling is applied in the first stage,
the design-based estimator of Y¯ is
Y˜ “ N´1
ÿ
iPA
πi
´1Yˆi,¨ “ n´11
ÿ
iPA
N´1i Yˆi,¨,
where A is the index of the selected clusters in the first stage, Yˆi,¨ “ Nin´12
ř
jPBi
yi,j is an
design-unbiased estimate of the cluster total Yi,¨ “
řNi
j“1 yi,j under the SRS design, and Bi
is the index set of the sample within the selected cluster indexed by i. It can be shown that
the same form holds when PPS sampling is used in the first stage.
First, we discuss the variance estimator of Y˜ for the two-stage sampling design where
Poisson sampling is used in the first stage. As shown in Section 1.2.8 by Fuller (2009), the
variance of Y˜ can be decomposed into two parts. That is,
varpY˜ | UN q “ V1 ` V2, (A.93)
where V1 “ ErvartY˜ | pA,UNqu | UN s and V2 “ varrEtY˜ | pA,UNqu | UN s.
Consider
vartY˜ | pA,UN qu “ N´2
ÿ
iPA
π´2i vartYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqu, (A.94)
where the equality holds since the SRS design is independently conducted within each se-
lected cluster, vartYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqu “ NipNi´n2qn´12 S2i , S2i “ pNi´1q´1
řNi
j“1pyi,j´ Y¯i,¨q2 is the
finite population variance within the i-th cluster, and Y¯i,¨ “ N´1i Yi,¨ is the finite population
mean of the i-th cluster. Since the sample variance s2i “ pn2 ´ 1q´1
ř
jPBi
pyi,j ´ Y˜i,¨q2 is an
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unbiased estimator of S2i , where Y˜i,¨ “ N´1i Yˆi,¨ is the estimated cluster mean, the first term
of (A.93) can be estimated by
Vˆ1 “ N´2
ÿ
iPA
π´2i Vˆ tYˆi,¨ | pA,UN qu, (A.95)
where Vˆ tYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqu “ NipNi ´ n2qn´12 s2i .
For the second term of (A.93), consider
EtY˜ | pA,UN qu “ N´1
ÿ
iPA
π´1i Yi,¨.
Since Poisson sampling is used in the first stage, we have
varrEtY˜ | pA,UN qu | UN s “ N´2
Hÿ
i“1
π´1i p1´ πiqY 2i,¨, (A.96)
which can be estimated by N´2
ř
iPA π
´2
i p1´ πiqY 2i,¨. Notice that
EtYˆ 2i,¨ | pA,UNqu “ rEtYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqus2 ` vartYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqu
“ Y 2i,¨ ` vartYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqu. (A.97)
By (A.96) and (A.97) and the fact that s2i is an unbiased estimator of S
2
i , the second
term of (A.93) can be estimated by
Vˆ2 “ N´2
ÿ
iPA
π´2i p1´ πiqrYˆ 2i,¨ ´ Vˆ tYˆi,¨ | pA,UN qus. (A.98)
By (A.95) and (A.98), the variance of Y˜ can be estimated by
V˜ “ N´2
«ÿ
iPA
π´2i p1´ πiqYˆ 2i,¨ `
ÿ
iPA
π´1i Vˆ tYˆi,¨ | pA,UN qu
ff
,
when Poisson sampling is used in the first stage.
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Next, we use variance decomposition (A.93) to derive the variance estimator of Y˜ under
the two-stage sampling design where PPS sampling is applied in the first stage. The result
shown in (A.94) holds, and we can still use (A.95) to approximate V1.
Consider
varrEtY˜ | pA,UN qu | UN s
“ N´2n´11 pn1 ´ 1q´1
˜ÿ
iPA
Z2i,¨ ´ n1Z¯2
¸
, (A.99)
where the equality holds by the property of PPS sampling, Zi,¨ “ Yi,¨p´1i and Z¯ “ n´11
ř
iPA Zi,¨.
Based on (A.97), we can estimate Z2i,¨ by
p´2i rYˆ 2i,¨ ´ Vˆ tYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqus.
Consider
E
!
Z˜2 | pA,UN q
)
“ Z¯2 ` vartZ˜ | pA,UNqu
“ Z¯2 ` n´21
ÿ
iPA
p´2i vartYˆi,¨ | pA,UN qu,
where Z˜ “ n´11
ř
iPA Yˆi,¨p
´1
i . Thus, we can estimate Z¯
2 by
Z˜2 ´ n´21
ÿ
iPA
p´2i Vˆ tYˆi,¨ | pA,UNqu.
By (A.95), (A.99) and the two approximations above, we can obtain the variance estimate
of Y˜ by
V˜ “ N´2n´11 pn1 ´ 1q´1
ÿ
iPA
p´2i rYˆ 2i,¨ ` pn1 ´ 2qn´11 Vˆ tYˆi,¨ | pA,UN qus ´N´2Z˜2
for the two-stage sampling design with PPS sampling is used in the first stage.
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